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Abstract

In this dissertation, we present four novel contributions to the field of statistics with

the shared goal of personalizing medicine to individual patients. These methods are

developed to directly address problems in health care through two subfields of statis-

tics: probabilistic machine learning and causal inference, motivated by problems of

improving predictions of adverse events after surgeries or learning the effectiveness

of treatments for specific subgroups and for individuals. We begin the dissertation

in Chapter 1 with a discussion of personalized medicine, the use of electronic health

record (EHR) data, learning heterogeneous treatment effects, and an outline of our

contributed work. In chapter 2, we present a novel algorithm, Predictive Hierarchi-

cal Clustering (PHC), for agglomerative hierarchical clustering of current procedural

terminology (CPT) codes. Our predictive hierarchical clustering aims to cluster sub-

groups, not individual observations, found within our data, such that the clusters

discovered result in optimal performance of a classification model, specifically for pre-

dicting surgical complications. In chapter 3, we develop a hierarchical infinite latent

factor model (HIFM) to appropriately account for the covariance structure across

subpopulations in data. We propose a novel Hierarchical Dirichlet Process shrinkage

prior on the factor loadings matrix that flexibly captures the underlying structure

of our data across subpopulations while sharing information to improve inference

and prediction. We apply this work to the problem of predicting surgical compli-

cations using electronic health record data for geriatric patients at Duke University
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Health System. The last chapters of the dissertation address personalized medicine

from a causal perspective, where the goal is to understand how interventions affect

individuals not just the full population. In chapter 4, we address heterogeneous treat-

ment effects across subgroups, where guidance for observational comparisons within

subgroups is lacking as is a connection to classic design principles for propensity

score (PS) analyses. We address these shortcomings by proposing a novel propensity

score method for subgroup analysis (SGA) that seeks to balance existing strategies

in an automatic and efficient way. With the use of overlap weights, we prove that

an over-specified propensity model including interactions between subgroups and all

covariates results in exact covariate balance within subgroups. This is paired with

variable selection approaches to adjust for a possibly overspecified propensity score

model. Finally, chapter 5 discusses our final contribution, a longitudinal matching

algorithm aiming to predict individual treatment effects of a medication change for

diabetes patients. This project aims to develop a novel and generalizable causal infer-

ence framework for learning heterogeneous treatment effects from Electronic Health

Records (EHR) data. The key methodological innovation is to cast the sparse and

irregularly-spaced EHR time series into functional data analysis in the design stage

to adjust for confounding that changes over time. We conclude the dissertation and

discuss future work in Chapter 6, outlining many directions for continued research

on these topics.
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1

Introduction

1.1 Personalized Medicine

Personalized or precision medicine refers to stratifying patients based on risk of dis-

ease or response to therapy, using diagnostic tests or techniques or other collected

patient-level information (Collins and Varmus, 2015). For example, blood typing is

used to guide blood transfusions, and flu treatment is determined based on whether a

respiratory infection is caused by a viral or bacterial infection. Recent developments

in the use of electronic health records (EHR) and other large biological databases

have allowed a further exploration of the underlying causes of disease and an under-

standing of which patient benefits from different interventions. This allow patients

and health care providers to benefit from more targeted and effective treatments. By

identifying who is most at risk for adverse outcomes or how a patient may respond

to a specific treatment, we can guide resources to the patients that are most at need

and improve the overall efficiency of the health care system.

Qualitatively, clinicians perform personalized medicine in all settings. During

office visits, the clinician is predicting the diagnosis of disease and the prognosis of
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the patient, or what interventions are most likely to improve the patient’s outcomes.

However, the amount of information the clinician has on the patient is hard to fully

incorporate in estimating risks of diseases and can be overstated (Friedmann et al.,

1996). With the recent increase in the use of EHR data for health research, we

can leverage the full patient history and summarize the information into actionable

insights. We think about the summarization of this information through statistical

or machine learning models, in which we learn the associations between patient

information and patient outcomes, and potentially how an intervention impacts those

outcomes given the underlying patient information.

These statistical analyses can be defined as two subcategories of statistical method-

ologies: prediction and causal inference. As Hernán et al. (2018) put, “Prediction

is using data to map some features of the world (the inputs) to other features of

the world (the outputs)”, whereas, “causal inference is using data to predict cer-

tain features of the world if the world had been different (that is, causal inference

is counterfactual prediction)”. For example, in one of our motivating applications,

the intervention is an antihyperglycemic agent (AHA) medication change among di-

abetes patients, and the outcome variable consist of their near future (2-6 months)

Hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c) levels. Existing work in the joint domain of machine learn-

ing and EHR focuses on prediction, namely, predicting patients HbA1c trajectories

given their past EHR history had the patient stayed on the same medication. By

contrast, in causal inference, we need to compare the patient’s HbA1c (outcome)

under the intervention of a medication change versus had he/she stayed on the same

medication (i.e., control). Only one outcome is observed and the other is counter-

factual (Rubin, 1974; Imbens and Rubin, 2015). In this sense, the task of causal

inference goes a step further from prediction, requiring rigorous definition of causal

effects based on potential outcomes and additional structural assumptions to enable

the identification of these effects.
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Both prediction and causal inference are essential pieces to performing person-

alized medicine in the world of big data. We approach these tasks by focusing on

particular subgroups of interest while modeling, to predict and estimate causal effects

for particular groupings of patients. While predictions are made on the individual

level, how we train the model is focused on subgroups of interest.

Our work (and the area of machine learning in health care) has largely been

motivated by the use of EHR data, or data automatically being collected during

routine clinical care. As of 2015, over 80% of health systems have adopted the use

of EHR, about a nine-fold increase since 2008 (Henry et al., 2016). The benefits of

the adoption of EHR far outweigh just administrative and billing improvements, but

additionally provides a fertile ground for clinical research.

1.2 Electronic Health Record Data

The aggregation of health data within each local institution’s electronic health records

provide an invaluable opportunity to learn from dynamic clinical information from

all patients in a given health system. These data are collected as a by-product of

day-to-day interactions of physicians, administrators, and patients in primary care

to emergency room settings. Therefore, the data are often messy, incomplete, and

difficult to interpret without proper clinical knowledge (Amarasingham et al., 2016;

Hersh et al., 2013). On the other hand, recent work in machine learning has shown

that utilizing EHR data to predict in-hospital length of stay and mortality as well

as postoperative complications have result in more accurate predictions than predic-

tion models built from manually collected data (Rajkomar et al., 2018; Weller et al.,

2018; Soguero-Ruiz et al., 2016). With proper handling of these data, great potential

exists for utilizing predictions or causal claims to improve how we treat patients.

Three of the four chapters in this dissertation utilize data derived from EHR. The

first two address the issue of predicting surgical complications using data collected
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from EHR. The last uses the Southeastern Diabetes Initiative (SEDI) EHR database

to estimate individual treatment effects for Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus (T2DM) pa-

tients with inadequate glycemic control. The characteristics of these data are differ-

ent per application and therefore novel methodologies have arisen from each problem.

The work in the first two chapters addresses a common concern in health systems

of improving the rate of adverse outcomes that occur due to surgery. Surgical com-

plications arise in 15% of all surgeries performed and increases up to 50% in high

risk surgeries (Healey et al., 2002). Surgical complications, e.g. pneumonia, renal

failure, and infection, are associated with decreased quality of life, inferior survival,

and significant costs. Small improvements in prediction are meaningful in this ap-

plication; major complications add substantial costs to the healthcare system, with

an estimated $11,500 of increased cost per event (Dimick et al., 2004). Therefore,

efforts to address this problem are increasing nationwide, with a focus on enhancing

pre-operative and post-operative care for high-risk and high-cost patients (Desebbe

et al., 2016). If we can predict who is most at risk of an adverse surgical compli-

cation, we can better utilize the resources at Duke Hospital to improve the care for

these patients.

We address this question in two ways. The first deals with how to utilize clin-

ical data derived from EHR effectively to understand how the surgery performed

impacts the resulting outcomes. We utilize a large national surgical database, called

the National Surgical Quality Improvement Program (NSQIP) collected from Amer-

ican College of Surgeon’s participating hospitals. These data are derived from local

institutions EHR and submitted to be part of this large national database. The sec-

ond project deals with how to extend these predictions for particular subpopulations

of interest, in this case the high-risk geriatric population. Duke University Health

System (DUHS) began the Perioperative Optimization of Senior Health (POSH) pro-

gram, an innovative care redesign that uses expertise from geriatrics, general surgery,
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and anesthesia to focus on the aspects of care that are most influential for the geri-

atric surgical population (McDonald et al., 2018). We are interested in understanding

which geriatric patients to send to this clinic, while leveraging information from the

entire surgery population, a concept in machine learning called transfer learning (Pan

and Yang, 2010). This work uses a local data source, Pythia, derived directly from

Duke University’s EHR system and contains all encounters associated with an in-

vasive procedure (Corey et al., 2018). Predicting surgical complications from these

data are not without their challenges. The data for these applications are static

and on the patient-level describing demographics, labs, comorbidities, surgical pro-

cedure performed, and surgical complications. Working with high-dimensional EHR

data introduces the problems of noisiness, sparsity, and multicollinearity among the

covariates, requiring more sophisticated modeling.

Additionally, EHR data capture patient history over time, documenting each en-

counter a patient may have with the health system. This provides a rich resource for

understanding how a disease develops over time and how interventions may impact

that disease trajectory. Harmonizing and curating a usable dataset for this type of

problem does not come without its challenges. EHR data is consisted of mostly struc-

tured data elements, particularly different coding systems to document diagnoses and

procedures, labs, medications, and vitals. The systems of coding evolve over time,

with changing naming conventions describing the same lab. In addition, we often do

not have the full patient history; for example, a patient may be diagnosed by their

primary care physician and referred to a specialist at Duke Hospital (or any health

system), where their electronic health record is created. In some cases, previous files

are transferred over to the new health system, but requires the laborious task of

converting the data to converge with the new EHR system. In many cases, patient

files are just scanned over to the new health system and never fully integrated, mak-

ing that information unusable if relying solely on structured fields from the EHR.
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Complete patient history is critical in understanding causal questions, particularly

when variables are confounders (Amarasingham et al., 2016). To control for these

time-dependent confounders, we must confront the sparsity and irregularities inher-

ent in this type of data. We address questions of this nature through Chapter 5 of

this dissertation.

1.2.1 Predictive Hierarchical Clustering

A major characteristic in predicting complications is which surgical procedure will

be performed on the patient. The NSQIP database contains 3,132 unique surgical

codes, known as current procedural terminology, or CPT codes, along with 317 other

covariates including patient specific information such as age, gender, lab values,

and prior medical history. To utilize the NSQIP data to its fullest capacity, we

want to use the procedure information via CPT codes to make predictions about

surgical outcomes. While there exist clinical groupings of these CPT codes created for

insurance purposes that reduce the 3,132 unique codes to 16, no groupings exist that

are formed through data-driven statistical learning. Specifically, the goal of our work

is to learn groupings of CPT codes that are not just similar among the measured data,

but have similar relationships between the predictors and the outcomes. Therefore,

we develop a hierarchical clustering algorithm of surgical procedures (via CPT codes),

with the goal of finding clusters that optimize the performance of a sparse logistic

regression model for predicting surgical complications.

Our predictive hierarchical clustering (PHC) aims to cluster subgroups (patient

with same surgical procedure), not individual observations, found within our data,

such that the clusters discovered result in optimal performance of a classification

model. Therefore, merges of subgroups are chosen based on a Bayesian hypothesis

test, pairing subgroups that result in the best model fit, as measured by held out

predictive likelihoods. We place a Dirichlet prior on the probability of merging
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clusters, allowing us to adjust the size and sparsity of clusters. We use PHC to

cluster CPT codes, represented as subgroups, together in a way that enables us to

better predict patient-specific outcomes compared to currently used clusters based

on clinical judgment.

1.2.2 Transfer Learning through Hierarchical Factor Models

In this work, we focus our attention on particular patient populations, the high-risk

geriatric patient cohort who are undergoing an elective, invasive surgical procedure

to send to a specialized Pre-operative Optimization for Senior Health (POSH) clinic.

Our goal is to learn a predictive model specific to this subpopulation, while leveraging

the larger surgical population at Duke University Health System (DUHS) to improve

learning. We propose the use of sparse multivariate latent factor models to learn

an underlying representation of the data that adjusts for the differences between

geriatric surgical patients and all other surgical patients. Others in the literature have

taken similar approaches in modeling sparse data via factor regression models (West,

2003; Carvalho et al., 2008; Lucas et al., 2006; Bhattacharya and Dunson, 2011), and

(Seo et al., 2007) used sparse factor models to tie together gene expression data from

two populations: mice and men. A key contribution of our work is the development

of a sparse factor model into a transfer learning approach, where we utilize data from

a larger source population to improve learning in a target population, in our case,

geriatric surgical patients.

Within the Bayesian setting, we hierarchically model the target population (geri-

atric patients) and the source population (all other surgical patients at Duke) through

a novel prior that aims to share information between groups, while handling the

sparse structure flexibly for each population. Specifically, the proposed transfer

learning approach places a hierarchical infinite prior on the factor loadings matrix,

which learns the proper number of factors needed in each subgroup’s factor model,
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while still sharing information across groups to aid in learning for the smaller sub-

population. The hierarchical infinite prior for the factor loadings matrix utilizes the

hierarchical Dirichlet process (HDP), a nonparametric model most commonly used

within a mixture model. The resulting prior combines ideas from sparse Bayesian fac-

tor models with the hierarchical grouping characteristics of an HDP mixture model,

aiming to share information between subpopulations, while capturing the underlying

cluster structure, similar to the HDP.

The proposed model serves as an exploratory view of underlying phenotypes of

the geriatric population compared to the full population that can guide surgeons

in deciding which profile of patients would most benefit from interventions. By

incorporating response variables and studying the conditional results, these learned

phenotypes are also able to predict post-operative surgical complications with high

accuracy.

1.3 Causal Inference

The presented machine learning methodologies aimed to predict which patients will

have adverse outcomes, therefore, should be targeted for treatment. The natural

next step is asking how do we treat that patient? Problems in health are inherently

causal in nature, where clinicians are increasingly trying to prescribe medications to

patients based on individual characteristics. To do this, we must understand effect

heterogeneity.

Clinical trials are the gold standard for comparative effectiveness research (CER),

but are also limited in scope, expensive, and time-consuming. Instead more research

has focused on utilizing observation data for CER. Typically a goal of a clinical

trial is to learn not only how interventions effect the overall population, but also ex-

tend to precision medicine, asking what treatment works best for whom? Numerous

statistical methods have been proposed to identify heterogeneous treatment effects
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(HTE) from observational data (Chen et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2017; Zhu et al., 2017;

Li et al., 2018b; Zhang et al., 2012). In the fourth chapter of this dissertation, we

address HTE through the simplest form, Subgroup Analysis (SGA), learning causal

effects for known binary subgroups in your observed data.

Some diseases are more complex and require more nuanced treatment decisions.

For example, Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus (T2DM) is a chronic condition that affects

approximately 1 in 10 Americans in the US (CDC, 2018). Glycemic control is critical

in managing the disease; HbA1c is a typical measurement of glycemia, measured at a

minimum of every 3 months, and is a primary data point used in treatment decisions.

We capture this information through the EHR, resulting in sparse, irregularly spaced

time series that are of different lengths. This historical information is critical in

prescribing decisions, and therefore, is important to control for when performing

CER. However, there is no existing work in CER that can handle this setting, just

discussions on the caveats of working with this type of data Amarasingham et al.

(2016). In this work, we introduce a novel framework for estimating heterogeneous

treatment effects with time-varying covariates for EHR data, with the goal of learning

individual treatment effects.

1.3.1 Heterogeneous Treatment Effects with Subgroups via the Overlap Weights

The third chapter aims to learn treatment effects defined for known subpopulations

in the data. Learning heterogeneous treatment effects across subgroups is becoming

the norm rather than the exception in most CER. In observational data, propensity

score methods are commonly used to learn these effects. In practice, propensity

scores are usually estimated using the full sample, which may balance the covariates

in the overall population, but not necessarily in the subgroups, particularly when

subgroups are small in size (Rassen et al., 2012). This results in covariate imbalance

in subgroups that leads to bias in estimating subgroup causal effects.
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We propose to use overlap weights to achieve both overall and subgroup bal-

ance and to address the bias-variance tradeoff inherent in the problem (Li et al.,

2018c). We prove that a propensity model fit with logistic regression including in-

teractions between subgroups and covariates that nests the true model results in

exact covariate balance within subgroups when used with overlap weights. How-

ever, a model including all of those interactions may lead to inflated variance due

to model overspecification. We propose combining overlap weights with machine-

learning methods to better select the appropriate interaction terms in the propensity

score model, particularly with the use of post-LASSO (Belloni and Chernozhukov,

2013). Post-LASSO allows us to use LASSO to select the necessary interactions

in the model, while still using maximum likelihood to estimate the coefficients for

the chosen covariates. We explore these ideas through simulations that vary the

level of confounding and sparsity in the true underlying model, showing that overlap

weights provide better subgroup balance compared to inverse-probability weighting

for almost every simulation setting and propensity score model choice.

1.3.2 Sparse and Irregular Longitudinal Matching

The fifth chapter is an approach to estimating individual treatment effect trajectories

to guide medication adjustment in patients with inadequately controlled Type 2

Diabetes Mellitus (T2DM), based on data compiled in the Duke Health EHR system.

Our aim is to evaluate how changes in T2DM treatment affect patients HbA1c levels

(measure of blood sugar) overall and for an individual, to better guide clinicians

on treatment decisions for their patients. To address this in the causal inference

framework, we propose a novel approach to decompose the trajectory of HbA1c

measurements over time and match patients based on a latent representation of this

trajectory plus other time-varying and static covariates. An example of the unique

structure of EHR is displayed in Figure 1.1, where relevant clinical measurements
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(HbA1c) are irregularly-spaced, all begin at differing times, and are observed over

varying lengths of time per patient. These data characteristics present a unique

opportunity to address this problem in a novel way.

Patient 1

Patient 2

Patient 3

Patient 4

HbA1c Trajectory

t1 , J 1

t3 , J 3

t 4 , J 4

t1,1

t2,2

t3,3

t 4,4

Time

Figure 1.1: Illustration of Hb1c trajectories from four hypothetical patients. The
circles represent their first measurement in the EHR, ti, and the rhomboids represent
a time of treatment, ti,Ji .

In this work, we define a causal estimand for longitudinal individual treatment

effects and formalize the causal assumptions for this setting. In addition, we propose

a causal matching framework that matches treated and untreated diabetic patients

based on a decomposition of their trajectories of HbA1c via sparse functional prin-

cipal components analysis (Yao et al., 2005). However, to consider whom to match

among treated and untreated, we borrow ideas from “risk set matching”, where for

each treated patient, i, who was treated at time, ti, we define controls as all patients

who have not yet been treated at that timepoint (Li et al., 2001). This is a challenge

in our setting since all patients start at different time points, and there is often a

previous history of the disease that is not captured. We address this in two ways:

first by finding a clinically meaningful starting point, and second, by stratifying pa-

tients based on the time of treatment and defining controls for each strata as those

patients that have not yet been treated at the strata specific cutoff point. Within
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each stratum, we estimate component scores using functional PCA for all treated and

control patients defined in each stratum. These scores are then used in conjunction

with static covariates in a propensity score model, to assure balance is met between

treated and control for all pre-treatment information.

To our knowledge, our work is the first comparative effectiveness approach to

addressing confounders in the form of functional trajectories based on EHR data

that are irregularly sampled, as opposed to a cohort-control study where patients

are followed up at regular time points.

1.4 Outline of Dissertation

This dissertation continues as follows: Chapter 2 delves into the Predictive Hierar-

chical Clustering algorithm with an application of predicting surgical complications.

Chapter 3 discusses predicting surgical complications for geriatric patients using a

novel Hierarchical Infinite Factor Model. Chapter 4 presents heterogeneous treat-

ment effect estimation via subgroup analysis (SGA). Chapter 5 proposes a novel

longitudinal matching algorithm. Lastly, Chapter 6 concludes this dissertation with

an overview of the contributions and possible directions for future work.
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2

Predictive Hierarchical Clustering: Learning
clusters of CPT codes for improving surgical

outcomes

2.1 Introduction

With the widespread adoption of electronic health records (EHR) and the strong

effort to digitize health care, there is a tremendous opportunity to learn from past

experiences with patients to better adjust care for the current patient. Our goal is

to use a surgical complications database (American College of Surgeon’s National

Surgical Quality Improvement Program) to train a model to predict post-operative

surgical complications. Surgical complications are associated with decreased quality

of life, inferior survival, and significant costs. Major complications add substantial

costs to the healthcare system, with an estimated $11,500 of increased cost per event

(Dimick et al., 2004). To help align the interests of patients, providers, and payers, it

is vitally important that health systems minimize the occurrence of any complication.

A major characteristic in predicting complications is which surgical procedure was

performed on the patient. The database contains 3,132 unique surgical codes, known
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as current procedural terminology, or CPT codes, along with 317 other covariates

including patient specific information such as age, gender, lab values, and prior

medical history. Clinical guidance suggests that there are surgery specific effects

in which underlying groupings of surgeries have different relationships between the

observed predictors and the response of interest. This would suggest fitting a model

with either interactions between each CPT code and 317 other covariates or a mixed

effects model with a CPT specific hierarchicy. Due to dimensionality restrictions,

as a first attempt to model these data, we use clinically formed groupings of CPT

codes using the natural hierarchical structure of the coding system where classes of

similar surgeries are together (e.g. general, cardiovascular, etc.). These categories

reduce the CPT codes to 16 clusters of procedures, however, these groupings are

based on insurance and clinical information, and lack statistical learning behind the

groups. Instead our goal is to learn groupings of procedures in which the merged (or

clustered) procedures all have a similar relationship between outcome and predictors.

Clustering a widely adopted approach used to find underlying patterns and group

structure by partitioning data into groups based on similarity between observations.

Hierarchical clustering is one of the most frequently used unsupervised learning tech-

niques, where the algorithm creates a binary tree (dendrogram) based on similarity

between the data points (Duda et al., 1973). The result is a hierarchically formed

structure which provides multiple clustering solutions, where often the hierarchy

agrees with the intuitive organization of real-world data. Many other clustering ap-

proaches exist that are in the form of hierarchically formed clusters. For example,

Bayesian Hierarchical Clustering (BHC), is a probabilistic approach to hierarchical

clustering that decides merges based on statistical hypothesis testing which compares

the probability of the data belonging in a single cluster versus being separated based

on marginal likelihoods (Heller and Ghahramani, 2005). Our approach adapts the

ideas of this paper, where instead of comparing marginal likelihoods of covariates,
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we compare across predictive held out likelihoods based on learned penalized logistic

regressions. Unlike BHC, we do not implement a fully Bayesian model. For computa-

tional purposes, we fit a lasso logistic regression (using the R package glmnet) which

greatly improves the speed of our algorithm compared to a Bayesian implementation

of lasso with a logistic or probit link (Friedman et al., 2010).

In this paper, we aim to learn clusters not based on similarity of data points,

as learned through a marginal likelihood of a probabilistic model over data, but

instead by which clusters, when merged, most improve the accuracy of prediction.

This is done by comparing the probability that all data in a potential merge were

generated from the same conditional distribution, ppy|X, θq, to whether they were

derived from separate models. In addition, we aim to cluster subgroups within our

data; we approach this data challenge by initializing each cohort of patients with the

same CPT code as a single cluster in our data. We learn a regression model for each

potential merge on a training set using two-thirds of the data, then test each model

on the held out third for evaluation in the testing set using predictive likelihoods

under the learned regression model. The result is a dendrogram that hierarchically

relates CPT codes based on which cohorts of patients improve the prediction of the

overall model. The rest of the chapter will formally discuss the algorithm, discuss a

simulation a study, and present results on surgical complications data.

2.2 Algorithm

2.2.1 Overview

Predictive hierarchical clustering (PHC) is similar to the traditional agglomerative

clustering algorithm with its one-pass bottom-up approach that iteratively merges

pairs of clusters. However, our clustering challenge involves additional data compo-

nents, such as a response variable, y, a set of predictors, X, and nested subgroups

within the data, z.
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Let D “ tpx1, y1q..., pxn, ynqu denote the data set, and Di P D the set of data

points at the leaves of the subtree, Ti. The data, D, contains G subgroups, rep-

resenting the G unique CPT codes. Each row of our data,pxi, yiq, has a group

assignment, zi “ g, where g P t1, ..., Gu. The algorithm is initialized with G trees,

each containing all data for a single CPT procedural code, Dg “ tpXi,yiq : @ i s.t.

zi “ gu. At each iteration, the algorithm considers merging all pairs of existing trees.

If Ti and Tj are merged into the new tree Tk, then the associated set of data for Tk

is now Dk “ DiYDj. We restrict our search of merges to only partitions in the data

consistent with the subtrees, Ti and Tj. This reduces the number of comparisons at

each potential merge, allowing for a more computationally efficient algorithm.

Two hypotheses are considered for each potential merge. The first hypothesis,

denoted by Hk
1 , states that the data considered, Dk, are generated from the same

model, ppyk|Xk, θkq, with unknown parameter, θk. We learn the model ppyk|Xk, θkq

using a penalized logistic regression over a training set of the data, Dk,train. To

evaluate the probability of the data under this hypothesis, ppDk|Hk
1q, we compute a

predictive likelihood on a held out set of data.

ppDk|Hk
1q “ ppyk,test|gpXk,test, θ̂kqq (2.1)

The predictive likelihood is solved by first estimating the predicted probability

of an outcome under the learned logistic model,

p̂ “ gpXk,test, θ̂kq “ ppyk,test “ 1|Xk,test, θ̂kq “
1

1` exp t´Xk,testθ̂ku
(2.2)

where θ̂k are the learned coefficients from the model. We then evaluate the likelihood

of our data under those predicted probabilities, ppyk,test|p̂q “
śnk

iPk Bernoullipyk,test, p̂q.

Though our application works with a binary response, this is easily adapted for con-

tinuous response data using a normal likelihood and solving first for the predicted

mean instead of p̂.
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The second hypothesis, denoted by Hk
2 , states that the data considered, Dk “

tDi Y Dju, are generated from separate models with different parameters tθi, θju.

When evaluating the second hypothesis, we are always considering clusterings that

partition the data in a manner consistent with the subtrees, Ti and Tj. This allows us

to avoid summing over the exponential number of possible ways of dividing the data,

Dk, into two clusters, and allows us to utilize recursion in evaluating the probability

of the two data sets, Di, Dj, under each previously merged tree, ppDi|Tiq and ppDj|Tjq

(defined in Equation (2.3)). The probability of the data under the second hypothesis

is ppDk|Hk
2q “ ppDi|TiqppDj|Tjq. To evaluate the probabiilty of the data under each

tree, we combine the probability of the data under both hypotheses and weight by a

prior probability that all points belong to one cluster, πk “ ppHk
1q.

ppDk|Tkq “ πkppDk|Hk
1q ` p1´ πkqppDi|TiqppDj|Tjq (2.3)

For each possible merge we first compute these hypotheses, then choose our next

merge based on which trees, tTi, Tju when merged into a single tree Tk result in the

largest improvement in ppyk|gpXk, θ̂kqq compared to ppyi|gpXi, θ̂iqqppyj|gpXj, θ̂jqq.

We evaluate this improvement using Bayes rule, where we compute rk “ ppHk
1 |Dkq,

shown in Equation (2.4).

rk “
πkppDk|Hk

1q

πkppDk|Hk
1q ` p1´ πkqppDk|Hk

2q
(2.4)

The two hypothesis effectively test that the association of the predictors with a

surgical outcome variable, y, is the same for considered data, Dk “ tDiYDju, versus

allowing the association to be specific to each tree under consideration. The formal

algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1: Predictive Hierarchical Clustering

Data: Response: y P ty1, ..., ynu
Predictors: X P tx1, ...,xnu
Group Membership: z “ tz1, ..., znu where zi P t1, ..., Gu

Initialize: Number of clusters c “ G
Dg “ tpxi, yiq : zi “ gu
Fit model Dg,train @ g
Save ppDg,test|Hg

1q @ g
while c ą 1 do

Find the pair Di and Dj with the highest probability of the merged
hypothesis:

rk “
πkppDk|Hk

1q

πkppDk|Hk
1q ` p1´ πkqppDk|Hk

2q

Using the following steps:

• @ Dk “ Di YDj s.t. i ‰ j, fit ppyk,train|Xk,train, θkq to learn θ̂k

• Predict on test set of data using learned coefficients:
p̂ “ ppyk,test “ 1|Xk,test, θ̂kq

• Calculate likelihood of test data under predicted probability,
ppyk,test|p̂q, to learn ppDk|Hk

1q

• Use previously stored rk to evaluate ppDk|Hk
2q

• Solve for rk

Merge Dk Ð Di YDj
Delete Di and Dj
c= c-1

end

2.2.2 Implementation

The model is initialized by running a regression for each subset of data, Dg. We

then consider all possible merges, for example merging trees Ts and Tt into Tu, by

running a model on the subset of data where zi “ s combined with the data where

zi “ t. The regression model for this application is the lasso logistic regression using

all covariates as main effects with no interactions, penalizing the complexity of the

models with the lasso penalty. We choose the lasso penalization for its ability to

handle strongly correlated covariates and to perform variable selection (Tibshirani,
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1996). This method was preferred over an assortment of commonly used binary

classifiers based on its predictive performance and computational efficiency. The

logistic regression equation with the incorporated penalty is shown in (2.5). Any

type of classification or regression model is usable in this algorithm, making the

framework flexible for many different data problems.

Lpβq “ arg min
β

n
ÿ

i“1

yixiβ ´ logp1` exp pxiβqq ` λ1}β}1 (2.5)

Because the algorithm requires the fitting of multiple regressions at each iteration

of the tree, our algorithm is constructed in a way that allows parallelization. The

complexity of computing the tree is Opn2q, however, as each hypothesis comparison is

independent of all others we can compute the merge metric for multiple considered

merges simultaneously. At each iteration of the algorithm, we push the possible

models to learn to separate cores of the machine to reduce the computational time

by a factor of the number of available cores.

Once the hierarchical tree is learned, we cut the tree to retrieve cluster solutions.

The merges in the tree are made at the chosen rk for that iteration of the algorithm,

resulting in the merge being plotted in the dendrogram at a height equal to rk. When

the weighted probability of the merged hypothesis, rk ą 0.5, the merges are justified.

Therefore, the tree should be cut at points where rk ă 0.5.

2.2.3 Learning πk

Algorithm 2: Updating πk
Initialize: Each node of tree
i to have di “ α, πi “ 1
for each internal node k do

dk “ αΓpnkq`dleftkdrightk

πk “
αΓpnkq

dk

end

To learn an appropriate πk, or the prior proba-

bility of the merged hypothesis, a Dirichlet prior

is placed on this parameter and updated at each

step of our algorithm. The approach is similar to

Dirichlet Process mixture models (DPM), where
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the probability of a new data point belonging to

a cluster is proportional to the number of points

already in that cluster (Blackwell and MacQueen, 1973). This is commonly modeled

with a Dirichlet prior (for finite models) or a Dirichlet Process prior (for infinite mod-

els) over the sampling proportions of each cluster with a concentration parameter, α,

that controls the expected number of clusters. Although we are not approximating

a Dirichlet process mixture model, the prior over πk represents the probability of

merging over all the possible partitions in the tree. The resulting prior update on

the merged hypothesis calculates the relative mass of all subgroups, zk, belonging to

one cluster versus the subgroups, zk, remaining in their current partition as defined

by the tree structure. This process is clearly defined in Algorithm 5.3.2, where we

denote the right subtree of Tk as rightk the left subtree as leftk, and the number of

subgroups within the tree as nk.

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Simulated Results

To validate the PHC algorithm, we simulate data which inherently is structured with

subgroups and verify that the subgroups of data are merged appropriately. We first

simulate four sets of coefficients, tθ1, θ2, θ3, θ4u drawn from a standard normal, and

next create X from standard normal draws. We convert some of the variables in

X to binary variables (using a normal CDF) to be as representative of our data as

possible. Next, we compute the associated y with twenty subgroups, drawn from

a Bernoulli distribution with the probability of the outcome being the inverse logit

of Xθ, where the first set of five subgroups use θ1, the second five subgroups use

θ2, etc.; therefore giving the inherent clustering of the twenty subgroups into four

larger clusters. For simplicity, subgroups 1-5 are generated from one distribution of

coefficients, 6-10 another, 11-15 a third, and 16-20 the fourth. The dendrogram in
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Figure 2.1: Clusters discovered by PHC (left) and clusters discovered by tradi-
tional hierarchical clustering with complete linkage (right). Evaluated on simulated
data with twenty subgroups and four underlying groups.

Figure 2.1 left confirms that we are able to find the underlying structure in the data.

As a comparison to other methods, Figure 2.1 right displays the results from run-

ning traditional hierarchical clustering with complete linkage, using the R package,

hclust. Performing traditional hierarchical clustering on this simulated data with

n observations falling into G subgroups would result in a dendrogram with n nodes

instead of G. Therefore, we average over each predictors for each subgroup, and

then calculate Euclidean distance between these points. The resulting hclust den-

drogram is unable to separate the data into the four true subgroups when clustering

based solely on similarity.

We additionally are interested in whether these new clusters improve the overall

prediction of the penalized logistic regression. We test the clusters by fitting models

for each of the four groups found by PHC and compare these to cutting the hclust

dendrogram at four clusters then fitting models. As a further comparison, we fit

models for each of the 20 subgroups individually. The data is split into a training set

to fit the models and a testing set to generate predictions. We plot the ROC curves

and compare the results. As can be seen in Figure 2.2, the four clusters found by

PHC substantially outperform the traditional hierarchical clustering approach and
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the twenty subgroups modeled individually.

Figure 2.2: ROC curve (left) and precision recall curve (right) from simulated
data showing clustering solutions for PHC (dark green) compared to hierarchical
clustering with average linkage (blue) and treating each subgroup as an individual
clulster (pink). Data corresponds to that used in Figure 2.1.

2.3.2 Experimental Results

The development of PHC is motivated by our goal of accurately predicting the risk of

adverse outcomes for individual patients while incorporating procedural information

in an informed way. We work with data from American College of Surgeons’ NSQIP,

a national surgery program collected from participating hospitals across the country.

The data contain information about surgery patients’ demographic, medical history,

lab results, procedural information via CPT codes, diagnosis information via Clinical

Classifications Software (CCS) categories, and postoperative outcomes.

Specifically, we are working with 317 predictor variables not including the CPT

information. These predictors include continuous variables, such as lab values, as

well as binary indicators of patient history, such as whether a patient has diabetes.

Many of the indicator variables are sparse, with the majority of indicators with means

less than 5%. Some of the continuous variables are highly skewed, so a normal scores

transform is applied to handle the non-normality (Bogner et al., 2012). In addition,
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we have diagnosis information grouped through CCS categories, providing context to

which ailment the patients have. The six post-operative outcomes are any morbidity

(any type of complication), surgical site infection (SSI), respiratory complication,

septic, 30-day mortality, and renal failure. We use a subset from NSQIP with data

spanning from 2005-2014. This subset of the data is a sample of 3,723,252 patients,

with 3,132 unique CPT codes. Each patient has one unique surgical CPT code

describing the main surgical procedure performed.

CPT codes naturally fall into a hierarchical system where there exist coarse group-

ings of CPT codes based on the type of surgery performed. For example, CPT codes

in the range of 30000:32999 are all surgeries performed on respiratory system, codes

in the range of 40490:49999 are digestive system surgeries, and others fall into cate-

gories for cardiovascular system, urinary system, and nervous system amongst others

(Association, 2017). There are a total of 16 categories a code may fall in. We use

these categories as a baseline to compare to our hierarchically learned groupings. In

addition, we compare to using all CPT codes (without being clustered) to assure

that the learned clusterings do not lose information that could be gained from using

the data directly.

The number of patients with the same CPT code varies greatly. Some procedures

only occur once or twice in our data while other more common procedures occur tens

of thousands of times. In addition, the proportion of adverse outcomes varies between

CPT codes and is often less than 2%; in Table 2.1, we show the prevalence of each

outcome across all CPT codes. As there is little information for a model to learn

on small groups with few realizations of adverse outcomes, we restrict the number

of observations per CPT code to be included in our model. For model stability

we choose groups with at least 500 patients. This allows 646 of the 3132 possible

CPT codes to be considered, but the excluded CPT codes are so small that the

ones included encompass 94% of the data available. Large subgroups are needed
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due to the sparsity of outcomes in combination with the need to split the data into

train (learn each model), test (calculate predictive likelihood), and validation sets

(evaluate performance of clusters outside of algorithm), and the need for the training

set to be split further for cross-validation of the lasso shrinkage parameter.

After running PHC independently for each outcome, we observe the resulting

dendrogram and decide where to cut the tree as guided by the predictive likelihoods

from the output of the tree, as discussed in the previous section. To verify that the

PHC clusters improve the model over the baselines, we compute the area under the

ROC curve and precision recall using held-out validation data. We use baselines of

Lasso models fit using the same structure but with different groupings of CPT codes;

unique random slopes for each PHC cluster, clinical cluster, or CPT code. The results

are shown in Table 2.1, where we see improvement for the majority of the outcomes

using PHC. Specifically, our learned clusters improve the AUC for the outcome,

overall morbidity, by 3.8% compared to the baselines and more than 1% for surgical

site infection (SSI) and respiratory outcomes. The margin of improvement from

PHC over the baselines decreases for the sparser outcomes. Because our algorithm

fits separate models for each CPT code initially, if that CPT code has fewer patients

and fewer instances of that outcome, then the model fit may suffer and therefore

the algorithm has trouble merging these groups. In final testing, once clusters are

learned, it is common for the clusters encompassing the most patients to perform

best. Additionally, the models trained on the clinical groups often perform better

than the clusters per CPT models. There is a clear indication that larger training

samples in each cluster improves model fit.

Though the improvements for some outcomes are marginal, in an application of

predicting surgical outcomes, where costs are high and lives are at stake, even small

improvements can make a meaningful difference. Beyond the accuracy of prediction,

the model parameters are also impactful for future clinical decision making. Learning
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Table 2.1: Prevalence of each outcome, along with area under receiver operator curve
(AUROC) and area under precision recall curve (AUPRC) as found by regressions
using the PHC clusters, predetermined course CPT groupings and a regression with
each CPT in its own group. We denote the 16 clinically formed clusters of CPT
codes as “Clinic” in the table.

Outcome Prevalence AUROC AUPRC
(PHC/Clinic/All) (PHC/Clinic/All)

Morbidity 14.51% 0.839/0.801/0.798 0.685/0.600/0.605
SSI 4.13% 0.671/0.655/0.651 0.209/0.191/0.184

Respiratory 2.77% 0.845/0.833/0.810 0.410/0.407/0.381
Septic 2.57% 0.740/0.738/0.728 0.292/0.274/0.289

Mortality 1.27% 0.869/0.861/0.835 0.381/0.356/0.293
Renal 0.65% 0.808/0.801/0.804 0.157/0.137/0.149

clusters that are based on improved model fit, provides better estimates of coefficients

that better guide clinicians to the patient’s characteristics that are most attributing

to their risk.

In order to better assist doctors, we developed a software platform to display the

predicted risk of complications and suggest interventions based on the predictors that

are most influential in the inflated risk for a given patient. Our resulting clusters

each have learned coefficients describing the relationship between the predictors and

the outcome. Using the many-to-one mapping between the clusters and CPT codes,

we can efficiently provide personalized results for the patient based on the surgical

procedure the patient will undergo. For example, if the model learns that high levels

of a certain lab value are associated with increased risk of renal failure after a specific

procedure and that patient shows an abnormally high value of that lab, clinicians

can be alerted and intervene with appropriate treatment to help mitigate the risk of

that outcome. As the influence of each predictor varies across clusters it is essential

that we correctly determine clusters for each procedure. The interpretability of the

model provides tools for clinical interventions to prevent complications.

We aim to test feasibility and measure the benefit of using this software in actual
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practice on a surgical ward. Validation of the software will support its adoption

in daily medical practice, both at our institution and elsewhere. The interface will

eventually be linked to the health system’s EHR, making it an easy transition into

the daily work flow of health care providers. This is in contrast to the ACS risk cal-

culator that requires manual data input prior to any risk calculations being obtained

(Bilimoria et al., 2013).

2.4 Related Work

Prediction and clustering are two very commonly used data mining techniques. In

Blockeel et al. (2000), they present a method that adapts decision trees to the task of

clustering for prediction by employing instance-based learning. Similarly, in Ženko

et al. (2005), they introduce predictive clustering rules, where each clustering can

be considered as a “rule” that defines that cluster. Another realm of clustering

is ”clusterwise linear regression”, first introduced by Späth (1979), who proposed

an algorithm that forms K partitions with corresponding sets of parameters that

minimize the sum of errors across each cluster. In (DeSarbo and Cron, 1988), they

present a conditional mixture, maximum likelihood approach to learn clusterwise

linear regression. The downside to these clusterwise linear regression approaches

include requiring the number of clusters and initial partitions to be pre-specified,

and the proclivity of getting stuck in local modes.

Many other clustering approaches exist that are in the form of hierarchically

learned clusters. For example, we have discussed how PHC relates to Bayesian Hi-

erarchical Clustering (BHC), a probabilistic approach based on marginal likelihood

calculations (Heller and Ghahramani, 2005). Similarly, Neal (2001) uses Dirichlet

diffusion trees to provide a probabilistic hierarchical clustering approach. The work

of Teh et al. (2009), Bayesian Agglomerative Clustering with Coalescents, is a fully

Bayesian approach for hierarchical clustering based on a prior over trees called King-
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man’s coalescent. Other similar approaches can be seen in Williams (1999); Kemp

et al. (2004); Roy et al. (2007).

The cited works have proposed predictive clustering techniques, however, none

have learned clusters of nested subgroups in the data to improve overall prediction.

The importance of clustering subgroups in our work is essential for future predictions.

By learning a many-to-one mapping of CPT codes to clusters, we immediately can

evaluate a current patient’s risk without requiring updated clustering. The shared

disadvantage of the mentioned probabilistic hierarchical clustering algorithms is their

lack of improving predictive performance of a model.

2.5 Discussion

We present a novel algorithm for predictive hierarchical clustering, where the end

result are clusters of CPT codes which improve prediction of a regression model.

Though our method is inspired by surgical complications data, PHC is very applicable

in other applications. The algorithm has the advantage of transforming thousands of

nested subgroups in data into larger clusters that better inform the models’ predictive

capabilities. Clustering has proven useful in countless applications to group data by

similarity, and the added power of grouping to improve prediction will be crucial in

many applications.

A current limitation of PHC is its inability to work with subgroups that contain

only small amounts of sparse data. With sparse outcomes and minimal signal we

were forced to restrict the CPT groups used in the algorithm to those containing 500

or more observations. In addition, even with subgroups of that size, some CPT codes

have more heterogeneous patient populations which results in models with little to no

signal (in Lasso, this is seen through all variables being zeroed out). This is expected

when considering this application. For example, a CPT code for a common surgery,

such as gallbladder removal, most likely encompasses a large patient population
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with very different characteristics. This introduces additional noise to the model

fit, and as a result, the predictive performance is dampened. Whereas, open heart

surgery tends to be performed on a more specific type of patient, so the model can

better learn the relationship between those patient characteristics and an outcome.

A further limitation is the runtime, which is quadratic in the number of subgroups.

By eventually exploiting a randomized version of the algorithm, we can decrease the

runtime to O(nlogn) (Heller and Ghahramani, 2005).

Our overarching goal of this work is to expand and test a Clinical Analytic &

Learning Platform in Surgical Outcomes (CALYPSO). Our objective is to develop an

integrated computing platform for (1) data intake from the EHR, and (2) prediction

of surgical risk using the described predictive models. The user-interface incorporates

existing data from the EHR and estimates an individual patients’ relative and abso-

lute risk profile. We also display the most important and modifiable predictors via

our user-interface based on the patient’s profile and model coefficients. Each flagged

predictor is then linked to a set of accepted best practice interventions that specifi-

cally targets the risk factor. Visualizing these individualized risks and interventions

at the point-of-care allows clinicians to make data-driven decisions rapidly.
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3

Hierarchical Infinite Factor Models for Improving
the Prediction of Surgical Complications for

Geriatric Patients

3.1 Introduction

Surgical complications arise in 15% of all surgeries performed and increases up to

50% in high risk surgeries (Healey et al., 2002). Surgical complications are associated

with decreased quality of life to patients and also incur significant costs to the health

system. Efforts to address this problem are increasing nationwide with a focus on

enhancing preoperative and perioperative care for high-risk and high-cost patients

(Desebbe et al., 2016). Duke University Health System (DUHS) began the Periop-

erative Optimization of Senior Health (POSH) program, an innovative care redesign

that uses expertise from geriatrics, general surgery, and anesthesia to focus on the

aspects of care that are most influential for the geriatric surgical population.

Nearly a third of all surgeries performed in the United States occur for people over

the age of 65. Furthermore, these older adults experience a higher rate of postoper-

ative morbidity and mortality (Etzioni et al., 2003; Hanover, 2001). Complications
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for older adults may also lead to slower recovery, longer postoperative hospital stays,

more complex care needs at discharge, loss of independence, and high readmission

rates (Speziale et al., 2011; Raval and Eskandari, 2012). The established predictors

of poor outcomes such as age, presence of comorbidities, and the type of surgical

procedure performed are important predictors for all patient populations, including

the geriatric population. However, other factors such as functional status, cognition,

nutrition, mobility, and recent falls are less routinely collected factors that are highly

correlated with surgical risk among older adults (Jones et al., 2013). Based on this

research, POSH developed a heuristic to determine which patients to refer from the

surgery clinic visit to their specialized clinic. The heuristic is defined as all patients

85 or older or patients that are 65 or older with cognitive impairment, recent weight

loss, multimorbid, or polypharmacy. However, the heuristic identifies about a quar-

ter of the volume of all invasive surgical encounters, which results in more patient

visits than POSH can accommodate.

Our goal is to identify and characterize high risk geriatric patients who are under-

going an elective, invasive surgical procedure to send to the specialized POSH clinics.

We leverage the larger surgical population at DUHS to improve learning, using data

derived from electronic health records (EHR).We develop a sparse multivariate latent

factor model to learn an underlying latent representation of the data that adjusts

for the differences between geriatric surgical patients and all other surgical patients,

building on the framework introduced by West (2003) and extended by Carvalho

et al. (2008); Lucas et al. (2006); Bhattacharya and Dunson (2011); Avalos-Pacheco

et al. (2018); Ročková and George (2016); Ni et al. (2018) for sparse factor models

and factor regression models, and Murphy et al. (2017); Chen et al. (2010), for sparse

factor models in mixture model contexts. Working with high-dimensional EHR data

introduces the problems of noisiness, sparsity, and multicollinearity among the co-

variates. We therefore model the factor loadings matrix as sparse, assuming that
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only a few variables are related to the factors and therefore the factors represent a

parsimonious representation of the data. This modeling approach serves as an ex-

ploratory view of underlying phenotypes of the geriatric population compared to the

full population that can guide surgeons in deciding which profile of patients would

most benefit from interventions. By incorporating response variables, these learned

phenotypes are also able to predict post-operative surgical complications with high

accuracy.

We focus on modeling the covariance structure of different subpopulations to ad-

just for the idiosyncratic variations and covariations of each subpopulation. Latent

factor models aim to explain the dependence structure of observed data through a

sparse decomposition of their covariance matrix. Specifically, factor models decom-

pose the covariance of the observed data of p dimensions, Ω, as ΛΛT ` Σ, where Λ

is a pˆ k loadings matrix that defines the relationships between each covariate and

k latent factors, and Σ is a p ˆ p diagonal matrix of idiosyncratic variances. These

models are often used in applications in which the latent factors naturally represent

some hidden features such as psychological traits or political ideologies. Others find

utility in their use as a dimensionality reduction tool for prediction problems with

large p and small n (West, 2003). However, our data, derived from noisy EHR data,

calls for flexibility beyond the common factor model to better handle the complex

structure of the subpopulations we consider, and to induce strong sparsity that can

improve predicting outcomes with very low prevalence. A key contribution of this

work is the development of the sparse factor model into a transfer learning approach,

where we utilize data from a larger source population to improve learning in a tar-

get population, in our case the geriatric patients qualified for POSH through their

established heuristic.

The proposed transfer learning approach places hierarchical priors on the factor

loadings matrix. In this setting, we define two groups or subpopulations: the POSH
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heuristic defined cohort of patients and the remaining invasive procedures occurring

at Duke from the entire patient population over the age of 18. The motivating reason

for selecting the subpopulation as determined through the heuristic is to align with

current interventions currently deployed in the POSH clinic. The interventions at

POSH, such as management of comorbidities, reduction of polypharmacy, enhance-

ment of mobility and nutrition, and delirium risk mitigation, are targeted to geriatric

patients and their previously studied risk factors (McDonald et al., 2018). Therefore,

to align with the goal of the project, we use this known targeted subpopulation to

assure that the interventions are effective for the patients triaged to the clinic.

There are inherent differences between these two populations. In Figure 3.1,

we present the t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) representation

of the EHR surgical database of all invasive procedures at Duke University Health

System (DUHS) between January 2014-January 2017, with samples of 10,000 from

the geriatric population that meets the POSH heuristic requirements and 10,000

from all other surgical encounters. The figure shows patient sub-structure in the

data, with a clear difference in the two populations. While there is some overlap

between the two populations, it is clear geriatric patients have a different covariate

space compared to the overall population.

Modeling these disparate populations requires proper adjustments. Therefore,

we introduce a hierarchical infinite prior on the factor loadings matrix, which learns

the proper number of factors needed in each group’s factor model, while still sharing

information across groups to aid in learning for the smaller subpopulation. The hier-

archical infinite prior for the factor loadings matrix utilizes the Hierarchical Dirich-

let Process (HDP), a nonparametric model most commonly used within a mixture

model, where one may be interested in learning clusters among multiple groups (Teh

et al., 2005). The hierarchical infinite prior combines ideas from sparse Bayesian fac-

tor models with the hierarchical grouping characteristics of an HDP mixture model,
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Figure 3.1: t-SNE representation of EHR data from Duke University that meets
the POSH heuristic (red) and full patient populations (black), using samples of size
10,000 for each group. Displays low-dimensional projection of full data.

aiming to share information between subpopulations, while capturing the underlying

cluster structure, similar to the HDP. We also aim to decompose the sparse covari-

ance structure of our data to model directly the main source of variation between

groups, as in a hierarchical factor model. We therefore place a hierarchical Dirich-

let prior on the loadings matrix of our factor model, Λ, that flexibly captures the

underlying structure of our data across populations.

Section 2 provides necessary background, a detailed overview of our proposed

hierarchical infinite factor model (HIFM) utilizing the HDP, and resulting properties

of the prior showing that it is well defined and result in a semi-definite covariance

matrix. Section 3 presents results in simulations, portraying the properties in model

selection, prediction, and interpretability. Section 4 discusses the derived EHR data

used to predict surgical complications and review the results. Section 5 concludes

and presents future directions for continued effort.
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3.2 Hierarchical Infinite Factor Model

3.2.1 Primitives

The standard Bayesian latent factor model relates observed data, xi, to an under-

lying k-vector of random variables, fi, using a standard k-factor model for each

observation, i P 1, ..., n (Lopes and West, 2004):

xi „NpΛfi,Σq , (3.1)

where xi is a p-dimensional vector of covariates, assumed continuous, Λ is the pˆ k

factor loadings matrix where the jth row is distributed λj „ Np0, φ´1Ikq. The

k-dimensional factors, fi, are independent and identically as fi „ Np0, Ikq, and

Σ “ diagpσ2
1, ..., σ

2
pq is a diagonal matrix that reduces to a set of p independent

inverse gamma distributions, with σ2
j „ IGpa, bq for j “ 1, ..., p. Conditioned on the

factors, the observed variables are uncorrelated. Dependence between these observed

variables is induced by marginalizing over the distribution of the factors, resulting

in the marginal distribution, xi „ Npp0,Ωq where Ω “ V pxi|Λ,Σq “ ΛΛT `Σ. Note

that there is not an identifiable solution to the above specification and therefore

the decomposition of Ω is not unique. However, for problems involving covariance

estimation and prediction, this requirement is not needed, and therefore we do not

impose any constraints on the model. This allows us to construct a more flexible

parameter-expanded loadings matrix.

We propose a hierarchical stick-breaking prior, motivated by the HDP mixture

model formulation. The HDP is hierarchical, nonparametric model in which each

subpopulation is modeled with a DP, where the base measure are DP themselves.

The DP, DP pα0, G0q, is a measure on (probability) measures, where α0 ą 0 is the

concentration parameter, and G0 is the base probability measure (Ferguson, 1973). A

draw from a DP is formulated as G “
ř8

h“1 πhδφh , where φh are independent random

variables from G0 and δφh are atom locations at φh, and πh are the “stick-breaking”
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weights that depend on the parameter α0 (Sethuraman, 1994). The HDP is a hier-

archical model in which the base measure for the children DP are DP themselves,

such that:

G0|α0, H „ DP pα0, Hq

Gl|αl, G0 „ DP pαl, G0q, for each l.

This results in each group sharing the components or atom locations, φ, while allow-

ing the size of the components to vary per group. It is seen clearly in the following

discrete representation, where δφh is shared across populations, l:

G0
“

ř8

h“1π
0
hδφh ,

Gl
“

ř8

h“1π
l
hδφh , for each l .

3.2.2 Proposed Model

Now consider a p ˆ 8 loadings matrix, Λ0, weighted by the stick-breaking weights

of an HDP, such that each population has a unique loadings matrix defined by

population specific weights, πl, where Λl “ r
?
πl1λ

0
1,
?
πl2λ

0
2, ...s. The population

specific loadings matrix becomes a weighted version of some shared global load-

ings matrix. The Bayesian factor model prior specification assumes independent

rows and columns, so an element in row j and column h from Λ0, λ0
jh, is dis-

tributed as a zero-mean normal distribution. Multiplying λ0
jh by

?
πlh, results in

?
πlhλ

0
jh „ Np0, πlhφ

´1q. This now mimics the formulation of a scale mixture with

the full specification shown in (3.2), where we represent the prior in the finite case for

clarity of the scale mixture specification. The nonparametric process representation

is recovered if we let k Ñ 8 (Teh et al., 2005). We continue with the finite truncation

of the model, which is known to be virtually indistinguishable from the full process

(Ishwaran and James, 2001, 2002), with k˚ as a large upper bound for the number of

factors. For convenience, we continue to use the notation k, where k is sufficiently
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large. In addition, we set the scale parameter in the loadings matrix, φjh, constant

across populations and distributed gamma in such a way that marginally φjh results

in a t-distribution with τ degrees of freedom, resulting in a heavy tailed distribution.

λlj |πl „Np0,πlφ
´1
j Ikq ,

πl|π0 „Dirpαlπ0q ,

π0 „Dirpα0{k, ..., α0{kq ,

φjh „Gammapτ{2, τ{2q .

(3.2)

The Dirichlet distribution can be decomposed into a set of k independent gamma

distributions, such that wh „ Gammapαh, 1q for h “ 1, ..., k and S :“ pw1` ...`wkq,

then pw1{S, ..., wk{Sq „ Dirpα1, ..., αkq. We show this for the finite case, but the same

is true in the infinite limit, where the Gamma distribution becomes a Gamma process.

To induce a closed-form posterior for our proposed prior, we use k unnormalized

Gamma draws, wl, instead of a draw from a Dirichlet, πl. The resulting hierarchical

prior is specified below in (3.3), where Dlj “ diagpwl1{φj1, ..., wlk{φjkq.

λlj |wl,φj „Np0, Dljq ,

wlh|π0h „Gammapαlπ0h, 1q , @h P 1, ..., k ,

π0 „Dirpα0{k, ..., α0{kq ,

φjh „Gammapτ{2, τ{2q ,

σ2
j „IGpa, bq .

(3.3)

Our prior formulation does not require that wl sums to one, as is the case in a

Dirichlet draw. We want the “rich gets richer” behavior of the HDP that results in

many of the stick-breaking weights being approximately zero, signifying the absence

of those clusters. By unnormalizing the weights, the same scaling occurs where some

weights will be much smaller than others, but now the magnitude is not bounded.
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This acts as a model shrinkage tool for shrinking factors not needed to describe

the distribution of group l. We prove a subsequent result in Section 3.2.4, showing

that a loadings matrix with infinite columns results in a finite loadings matrix and

covariance structure. The most prominent difference between the HDP and our

weighting scheme is that we are not drawing from a discrete measure, instead we use

the properties inherent in the stick-breaking process of the sampling proportions to

weigh the importance of factors in our model.

As discussed in Polson and Scott (2010), scale mixtures should meet two criteria:

first, a local scale parameter should have heavy tails to detect the signal, and second,

a global scale parameter should have substantial mass at zero to handle the noise.

Marginalizing over the weights, wl, the resulting distribution of Λ relates to the

normal-gamma shrinkage prior discussed in Caron and Doucet (2008). To avoid

over-shrinking the non-zero loadings, we also define a k ˆ p matrix of local scale

parameters φ drawn element-wise from a gamma distribution that is constant across

populations. This adds an additional source of sharing of information or transfer

learning. For example, if an element of the loadings matrix is near zero with small

variance, then the signal will also be similar for other subpopulations.

3.2.3 Hierarchical Latent Factor Regression

We utilize the hierarchical infinite factor model to relate the observed covariates to

response variables. For each xi, we have a corresponding response or a py-dimensional

vector of responses, yi P t0, 1u. Let Z “ tY,Xu represent the full data, and the model

in 3.1 simply replaces the xi with zi. We concatenate rfi, 1s, and learn an additional

column of the loadings matrix. The k ` 1 column of the loadings matrix now serves

as an intercept in the model for each covariate.
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The posterior predictive distribution is easily obtained by solving,

fpyn`1|z1, ..., zn, xn`1q “

ż

fpyn`1|xn`1,ΘqπpΘ|z1, ..., znqdΘ .

The joint model implies that Epyi|xiq “ x1iθl with covariance matrix Ωl,Y X , where

Ωl,Y X is a partitioned covariance matrix defined by the rows and columns correspond-

ing to Y and X. The resulting coefficients, θl “ Ω´1
l,XXΩl,Y X , are found by correctly

partitioning the covariance matrix, Ωl. This then results in the true group-specific

regression coefficients of Y on X.

In our application, the data are both binary and continuous, with all outcomes

being binary indicators of surgical complications. Therefore, we extend this method

to deal with this data structure by using the common probit transformation (Albert

and Chib, 1993). We choose this transformation due to its ease in computation and

implementation. With the probit transformation, we convert our binary data to the

real line where it now mimics a Gaussian likelihood as the continuous variables do

under our model specifications, except in this case we do not learn the idiosyncratic

noises, Σ, and instead set those to 1.

The resulting factor scores represent a transformed feature space of our data that

aim to minimize the distributional differences between the populations. Therefore, we

proceed with prediction by learning factor scores for the held-out test set of interest.

Specifically, we will draw ppfi|xi,ΛXX ,ΣXXq for each i in the testing set from the

defined full conditional for fi, where we subset the learned parameters appropriately

to match the testing predictors.

3.2.4 Properties of the shrinkage prior

We let ΠΛ b ΠΣ be the prior specification defined in (3.3). Because ΠΛ defines the

prior on the infinite dimensional loadings matrix, we must assure that a draw from
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the prior is well defined and that the elements of the ΛΛT are finite for a semi-

definite covariance matrix. As shown in (Bhattacharya and Dunson, 2011), we can

define a loadings matrix, Λ, with infinitely many columns while keeping ΛΛT ’s entries

finite. We follow the steps taken in their paper to prove similar properties for our

hierarchical infinite factor loadings prior.

We first define ΘΛ as the collection of matrices Λ with p rows and infinite number

of columns, such that the pˆ p matrix, ΛΛT , results in all finite entries:

ΘΛ “ tΛ “ pλjhq, j “1, ..., p, (3.4)

h “1, ...,8, max
1ďjďp

8
ÿ

h“1

λ2
jh ă 8u .

The entries of ΛΛT are finite if and only if the condition in (3.4) is satisfied, which is

possible using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and proved in Appendix B. All proofs

for subsequent properties are shown in Appendix B.

Next, let ΘΣ denote the p ˆ p diagonal matrices with nonnegative entries and

let Θ denote all p ˆ p positive semi-definite matrices, and allow g : ΘΛ ˆ ΘΣ Ñ Θ

corresponding to gpΛ,Σq “ ΛΛT ` Σ. We next define Proposition 3.2.1 to show

that our prior is an element of ΘΛ ˆ ΘΣ almost surely. This reduces to a proof of

ΠΛpΘΛq “ 1 under the independence assumption on ΘΛ ˆ ΘΣ, where ΘΣ is well

defined as a product of p inverse-gamma distributions.

Proposition 3.2.1. If pΛ,Σq „ ΠΛ b ΠΣ, then ΠΛ b ΠΣpΘΛ ˆΘΣq “ 1.

We also show that the resulting posterior distribution of the marginal covariance,

Ω “ ΛΛT ` Σ, is weakly consistent by proving Theorem 3.2.2, defined below:

Theorem 3.2.2. Fix Ω0 P Θ. For any ε ą 0, there exists ε˚ ą 0 such that:

tΩ : d8pΩ,Ω0q ă ε˚u Ă tΩ : KpΩ0,Ωq ă εu .
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Our infinite hierarchical prior meets these properties for each group’s estimated

covariance by first showing that the prior has large support and therefore places

positive probability in ε-neighborhoods around any covariance matrix.

Lastly, we make an argument that the resulting covariance decomposition mimics

the results from an HDP mixture model with cluster-specific covariances. For group

l, Ωl is the population-specific covariance structure of the data, X, where Ωl “

ΛlΛ
T
l `Σl. If we rewrite Λl as pΛ0W

1{2
l q where Wl is diagonal matrix of elements wl,

we see that the resulting decomposition is pΛ0WlΛ
T
0 q ` Σ. We then can reformulate

this as a sum up to k, resulting in a linear combination of rank-1 covariance matrices.

Ωl “ ΛlΛ
T
l ` Σl (3.5)

“ pΛ0WlΛ
T
0 q ` Σl (3.6)

“

k
ÿ

h“1

whpλ0hλ
T
0hq ` Σl . (3.7)

3.2.5 Inference

We propose a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) scheme with almost all closed-

form updates, and provide some suggested updates to allow for faster computation.

We truncate the loadings matrix to have k˚ ă p.

We derive a Gibbs sampler where we draw from the full conditional posteriors.

Most posterior updates are derived from conjugate relationships; however, the pa-

rameters for the unnormalized HDP are not conjugate. The weight parameterswl are

updated with a closed form draw from the generalized inverse-gaussian distribution

for each hth element of wl:

wlh|λl, π0, αl „ GIGpp “ pwlh
, a “ awlh

, b “ bwlh
qq ,

where pwlh
“ αlπ

0
h ´ p{2, awlh

“ 2, and bwlh
“ pλ1lhΦhλlhq. Φh “ diagpφh1, .., φhpq.

To update π0, we use a Metropolis-Hastings step within the Gibbs sampler using
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a gamma proposal with normalization to mimic the Dirichlet distribution. This is

done in two steps: First, we propose θ˚0h „ Gammapθt´1
0h ¨ C,Cq, which gives a mean

of θt´1
0h and a variance of θt´1

0h {C which allows tuning using the constant, C. We then

normalize the θ˚0 , such that π˚0 “
θ˚
0

řk
h“1 θ

˚
0h

, and accept π˚0 based on the acceptance

ratio:

Apπ˚0 |π
t´1
0 q “ min

ˆ

1,
P pπ˚0 |w1, ..., wlq

P pπt´10 |w1, ..., wlq

gpπt´1
0 |π˚0 q

gpπ˚0 |π
t´1
0 q

˙

All remaining updates from the Gibbs sampler are presented in Appendix C. To

speed the computation time of this sampler, we parallelize the updates for the factors

fi and the probit transformations of xi. Because we assume each row of fi and xi

are independent and identically distributed (within each population), we are able to

split this update using parallel methods and speed up each iteration by a factor of

the number of cores or computing resources present.

3.3 Simulations

We next evaluate our approach through synthetic data and compare to baseline

methods, Lasso and elastic net regressions (Tibshirani, 1996; Zou and Hastie, 2005).

Lasso is a commonly used penalized regression model used for variable selection

that excels when working with sparse, correlated data, while providing interpretable

coefficients that provide insight into the underlying relationships between covariates

and outcomes. Elastic net pairs Lasso with ridge regression to share the benefit

of both variable selection and regularization, and often results in grouping effects

among correlated coefficients. The goal of these analyses is to demonstrate HIFM’s

capabilities as an interpretable and flexible factor model that excels at prediction.

We simulate data, Zi, for i “ 1, ..., 1000 from a p-dimensional normal distribution,

with zero mean and covariance equal to Ωl “ ΛlΛ
T
l ` Σl. We simulate with two

populations, where 400 observations are within l “ 1, our target. We draw the
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jth row of λlj from a Np0, D´1
lj q, where D´1

lj “ diagpφj{wlq is a k ˆ k diagonal

matrix. We draw each φjh for j P 1, .., p and h P 1, ..., k from a Gamma(τ{2, τ{2)

where τ “ 3, wlh „ Gammapαlπ0,1), and π0 from a Dir(α0{{{k) with hyperparameters

set to αl “ α0 “ 15 to induce approximately uniform clusters. We set the first

row of the loadings matrix that corresponds to the outcome, y, to 0 and randomly

select 2 locations and fill in with a 1 and -1 to induce further sparsity, mimicking

a similar design as the simulations presented in (Bhattacharya and Dunson, 2011).

This adjustment in the simulation aims to make the comparisons across methods

fair, with a generative process of the data that is not exactly that of our model. We

draw the diagonal of Σ from IG(1, 0.33) with prior mean equal to 3.

We compare two different choices of p, 50 and 100, with the true number of factors

k “ 10. We use the default choice of 5 logppq as the starting number of factors for

each simulation run. For each run, we sampled from the Gibbs sampler for 2000

iterations, and remove 1000 iterations for burnin and thinned every fifth iteration.

We show two examples: the first with all continuous data as described above, and the

second converts the Gaussian simulated data into binary columns using the probit

transformation and a random binomial. We convert the first 25 columns, including

the outcome, into binary variables for both simulations cases with varying p.

We repeat the simulations 50 times and evaluate 1) the prediction performance

using an out of sample test set, 2) the precision of the estimated coefficients, and

3) the estimation of the number of factors. We calculate the prediction accuracy for

continuous outcomes with mean squared error (MSE), and the binary outcome using

Area Under a receiver operator characteristic Curve (AUC), by reporting the median,

minimum, and max from the 50 runs. We compare the HIFM model to elastic net

and Lasso trained with two different covariate specifications. The first Lasso uses all

covariates as main effects and ignores the subpopulation, and the second incorporates

a random slope per subpopulation through interactions, which we call a hierarchical
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Lasso. To tune these models, we use 10-fold cross validation. For lasso, we use

the cv.glmnet function from the package glmnet, with their default tuning settings.

For elastic net, we cross validate with a grid of 30 parameter settings, where alpha

ranges between 0 to 1 in increments of 0.1, and lambda ranges between 0.001 and

1e-5 (using the default tuning grid for lambda from cv.glmnet).

Table 3.1 displays the results from simulations with a continuous outcome, dis-

playing that the hierarchical infinite factor model achieves superior predictive perfor-

mance compared to elastic net, Lasso and a hierarchical Lasso. Table 3.1 also displays

the AUC calculated across 50 simulations with binary outcomes, where again HIFM

outperforms the alternative models. The baselines provide two gold standards in

sparse regression modeling. Elastic net performs slightly better in prediction tasks

compared to Lasso and hierarchical lasso, and hierarchical lasso does improve over

lasso suggesting the interactions help to better capture the group effects. The im-

provement by HIFM is significant for both continuous and binary outcomes.

Table 3.1: Predictive performance in simulation study for all simulation cases. Aver-
age, minimum, and maximum performance is presented across 50 simulations. Mean
squared error (MSE) is calculated for continuous outcome simulations (where smaller
is better). Area under receiver operator characteristic curve (AUC) is reported for
binary outcomes (where closer to 1 is better). (EN - elastic net, L -lasso, HL-
hierarchical lasso.

(50, 10) (100, 10)
HIFM EN L HL HIFM EN L HL

MSE
Mean 2.82 3.18 3.41 3.31 1.34 1.49 1.59 1.56
Min 0.13 0.24 0.23 0.17 0.12 0.19 0.21 0.18
Max 12.42 13.28 13.73 13.78 16.51 16.05 15.85 15.96
AUC
Mean 0.81 0.74 0.71 0.72 0.81 0.76 0.73 0.72
Min 0.51 0.44 0.50 0.42 0.52 0.50 0.45 0.50
Max 0.94 0.93 0.92 0.94 0.95 0.91 0.91 0.91

Table 3.2 displays resulting accuracy of the learned coefficients for each pop-

ulation across method. Coefficients from HIFM are derived from transforming the
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partitioned covariance matrix of the learned model. We compare the results of HIFM

learned regression coefficients to those learned by Lasso with and without interactions

and elastic net. We display the results for the simulation of p “ 100 and k “ 10 for

both continuous and binary outcomes and averaged over 50 iterations. Similar pat-

terns occurred in the smaller covariate simulation cases, where p “ 50; therefore, we

do not report these additional results. The hierarchical Lasso improves the model fit

compared to regular lasso, providing evidence that modeling these data hierarchically

aids in coefficient estimation. Compared to Lasso and elastic net, HIFM captures

the true coefficients with much greater accuracy, for both populations. Interestingly,

elastic net performs much worse in the estimation of regression coefficients compared

to HIFM and Lasso. The simulation induces very strong sparsity, where the result-

ing coefficients are very close to zero, especially in the higher dimensional scenario.

While lasso may be overshrinking the signal in the data which is why we see worse

performance in prediction compared to elastic net and HIFM, the strong shrinkage

results in better accuracy across all coefficients compared to elastic net. From these

simulations, HIFM shows that it is better at capturing both the coefficient estimates

of the data and results in much improved prediction accuracy.

Table 3.2: Performance in estimating regression coefficients in simulation study. We
report results with p “ 100, k “ 10 for 50 simulations for both continuous and binary
examples, showing mean squared error (ˆ103) of estimated coefficients compared to
true simulated coefficients.

Continuous Outcomes Binary Outcomes
HIFM EN L HL HIFM EN L HL

Pop 1:
Median 0.04 1.64 1.45 0.60 0.22 12.64 2.78 1.41

Min 0.01 0.15 0.11 0.10 0.05 0.15 0.10 0.09
Max 9.89 16.75 18.71 16.77 16.61 66.64 27.15 22.07

Pop 2:
Median 0.89 0.93 0.95 0.97 1.11 11.90 2.55 1.93

Min 0.11 0.15 0.10 0.06 0.10 0.11 0.06 0.06
Max 17.16 12.51 12.48 15.71 128.67 65.36 16.29 16.33
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Lastly, we compare the number of factors used by HIFM for each population

and compare those to the true number under simulation. Though we set K=10 in

simulation, we incorporate the weights in the loadings matrix that potentially shrink

some of the factors across simulations. We set 0.05 as a threshold for considering

whether that factor is included or not in the model when evaluating the number of

factors chosen. This choice is arbitrary, but the results below were not sensitive to

the chosen threshold within a reasonable range. For the HIFM, we set K “ 5 logppq,

where in this scenario p “ 50 so k was set to 20 for the HIFM. We choose to look at the

first example with 50 covariates for brevity. From Table 3.3, we see that on average

HIFM selected 9 factors for each population when all variables were continuous. For

binary outcome (and half of all covariates being binary), HIFM selected 9 and 12

factors for first and second population, respectively. The true number of factors

simulated averaged at 9 factors for both populations and both types of outcomes,

showing that our weighting mechanism was able to recover close to the truth. Figure

3.2 displays the resulting loadings matrix and the posterior mean of the weights post-

burn in and thinning for both populations. The model selection properties using the

weights are highlighted with the visualization, showing the shrinkage through the

weights being used as a model selection tool for the number of factors to include in

the model.

Table 3.3: Average number of factors selected by HIFM compared to truth. Results
displayed for simulations with p “ 50, and k “ 10, with HIFM k set to 20.

Pop. 1 Pop. 2
Continuous Outcome:

Normal HIFM 8.80 9.12
True 8.76 8.72

Binary Outcome:
Normal 8.82 11.94

True 8.80 8.90
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Figure 3.2: Visualization of loadings matrix for both simulated populations under
HIFM learned with 20 factors. The image plot displays the posterior of the loadings
matrix and the scatterplot displays the posterior mean of the weights, wl, where the
red line indicates the chosen threshold used to determine number of factors in Table
3.3.

3.4 Surgical Complications

3.4.1 Goals, Context, and Data

The data displayed in Figure 3.1 is derived from the data repository, Pythia, of

electronic health records (EHR) from all invasive surgical encounters from DUHS.

Invasive procedures are defined using the encounter’s current procedural terminology

(CPT) code and included all CPT codes that are identified by the Surgery Flag

Software (AHRQ, 2016), and eliminated all patients under 18 years of age. Using
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data derived from the EHR provides the logistical benefit of easier implementation of

the resulting tool in a clinical setting since the variables are conveniently found in a

patient chart. However, EHR data are a by-product of day-to-day hospital activities,

and the resulting data are known to be noisy and sparse. We therefore preprocessed

the data to provide a cleaner and more manageable set of covariates to model.

We include covariates describing the surgical procedure, current medications of

the patient, relevant comorbidities, and other demographic information. The proce-

dure information was captured by CPT codes and grouped into 128 procedure group-

ings categorized by the Clinical Classification Software (CCS). Procedural groupings

with fewer than 200 total patients were removed and grouped into one larger mis-

cellaneous category. This helped to assure that procedural effects were averaged

across many patients and represented an overall effect size for geriatric patients and

all surgical patients. We defined patient comorbidities by surveying all Interna-

tional Statistical Classification of Diseases (ICD) codes within one year preceding

the date of the procedure and classified these diagnoses codes into 29 binary comor-

bidity groupings (S1) as defined by Elixhauser Comorbidity Index (Elixhauser et al.,

1998). We grouped the active outpatient medications recorded during medication

reconciliation at preoperative visits into 15 therapeutic binary indicator features and

created a separate feature that counted the total number of active medications. We

define the outcomes, surgical complications, by diagnosis codes occurring within 30

days following the date of the invasive procedure. The outcomes were derived from

271 diagnosis codes and grouped into 12 categories that aligned with prior studies

evaluating post-surgical complications (McDonald et al., 2018) We use five of these

outcomes to focus on the intervention goals of the POSH clinic. For example, neu-

rological complications encompasses dementia, a common complication for patients

over 65 and one that the POSH clinic specifically targets for their patients. The five

outcomes modeled and reported below are cardiac complications, neurological com-
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plications, vascular complications, pulmonary complications, and 90 day mortality.

Mortality was identified as death occurring within 90 days of the index procedure

date. Mortality is captured in the EHR during encounters for in-hospital death

and uploaded from the Social Security Death Index for out-of-hospital deaths. En-

counters missing EHR data were deemed not missing at random and were therefore

excluded from the model development cohort. The resulting covariates are a mix

of both continuous (BMI, age, etc.) and binary (indicator of comorbidities, etc),

and therefore we utilize the probit transformation that was described above for all

binary variables. In addition, we center and scale the continuous variables, and also

include an intercept in the model to learn the adjusted mean of the transformed

binary variables.

We selected a cohort of 58,656 patients from Pythia that had undergone 77,150

invasive procedural encounters between January 2014 and January 2017 with all

complete data. Of those encounters, 22,055 are flagged as encounters that meet

the POSH heuristic determined in clinical practice by surgeons and geriatricians:

patient over the age of 85 OR a patient over the age of 65 with greater than 5

different medications, having 2 or more comorbidities, or whether the patient had

a recent weight loss or signs of dementia. We form a binary variable to indicate

whether a patient meets the POSH heuristic or not, and use that grouping variable

to determine the hierarchical structure in the factor model.

3.4.2 Results

Our interests are twofold: learn important subset of features and provide accurate

predictions of risks of complication for both POSH and all surgical patients. Our goal

is to show that pairing the POSH heuristic with a data-driven predictive modeling

approach improves the triaging of patients into the high-risk clinic. Additionally, by

understanding the covariates that most impact this high-risk geriatric population,
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we provide insights into the characteristics of the patient that make her/him high

risk, and therefore suggests other characteristics to be added to the current heuristic

or develop possible interventions to target these characteristics.

We trained the model on 60,000 encounters from the Pythia database, and held

out the 17,149 remaining encounters for validation, of which 4,876 encounter met the

POSH heuristic. We ran our Gibbs sampler for 3000 iterations, with burnin of 1500,

and thinned every 6 observations. The hyperparameters for the HDP were set to

α0 “ 10, and α1 “ α2 “ 15 with the tuning parameter for the Metropolis-Hastings

step, C=50. We set the upper bound for k equal to 25. These settings result in a

sparse parameter setting suggesting that many of the factors are shrunk to zero.

To evaluate the predictive performance, we estimated the posterior predictive dis-

tribution and evaluated our predicted probabilities compared to the true outcomes.

We use the posterior mean of the predictions and calculated the Receiver Opera-

tor Characteristic (ROC) curves for both the entire test set and then the POSH

encounters within the test-set. Figure 3.3 displays the resulting ROC curves. All

complications achieved strong performance with AUC between 0.84 - 0.91. Table

3.4 displays the resulting area under the ROC curves (AUC) and the area under

precision-recall curves (AUPRC) comparing the overall test set and the POSH-only

test set. We see that the performance is as good and in some cases better in the

targeted POSH encounters compared to the full test set. This suggests that our

method is able to borrow strength from the larger group to improve the prediction

for the smaller targeted group.

In addition, we compare the sensitivities and specificities of the resulting model

to those of the baseline POSH heuristic. Note that we remove the 500 patients

that did go to the POSH clinic from the data so that we do not bias the results

with possible treatment effects of the POSH clinics on the patients’ outcomes. For

the outcome death, the sensitivity and specificity for HIFM are 0.908 and 0.775,
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Table 3.4: Classification results on five surgical outcomes, comparing full results and
POSH specific results for the 5 outcomes.

HIFM - Full HIFM- POSH
AUC AUPRC AUC AUPRC

Mortality 0.905 0.192 0.901 0.187
Cardiac 0.866 0.399 0.911 0.209
Vascular 0.840 0.151 0.867 0.402

Neurological 0.864 0.172 0.868 0.408
Pulmonary 0.867 0.246 0.872 0.148

Figure 3.3: Receiver Operating Curve (ROC) of the five outcomes under the HIFM
for encounters across the whole held-out test set and for the test set of geriatric
patients. Posterior means with 95% credible intervals are displayed.

respectively. Alternatively, the POSH heuristic achieves a 0.345 sensitivity and 0.716

specificity. The POSH heuristic aims to target high risk patients, not necessarily

defined to be high risk of death, though this outcome serves as the best proxy of

overall risk. Currently, the POSH heuristic only identified 35% of patients that died,

while using the HIFM model in conjunction with the heuristic improves sensitivity to

91%, providing evidence that our model is able to effectively identify those patients

that are high risk and should go to POSH.

We next calculate the resulting coefficients derived for the POSH specific pop-

ulation through the partitioned covariance matrix discussed in Section 3.2.3, and
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find the posterior mean after burn-in and thinning. In Figure 3.4, we display the

coefficients that are greater than 0.05 across all five outcomes along with their 95%

credible intervals. Different number of coefficients appear in each column of the plot

that corresponds to each outcome, which is a result of the different levels of sparsity

induced from the model. The resulting coefficients confirm existing knowledge in

the literature of important covariates that predict these complications for geriatric

patients. In addition, it suggests important procedures and medications that should

be furthered flagged for patients to prevent higher risk of complications. Specifically,

procedures for organ transplants, removal or insertion of a cardiac pacemaker, and

heart valve procedures increase the risk of cardiac complications. Some procedures

are inherently less risky across the surgical outcomes, including procedures on mus-

cles and tendons, joint replacements that are not hip or knee, and procedures on

the nose, mouth, and ears. The number of medications patients take is strongly

predictive of cardiac, pulmonary, and vascular complications, and whether they are

on anticoagulants increases the risk of vascular and cardiac complications. Risk fac-

tors for neurological complications, which includes dementia, are alcoholism, need

for fluids and electrolytes, which indicates a nutritional deficiency, diabetes with

complications, paralysis, and previous neurological problems. These align well with

the literature on risk factors of dementia, providing further evidence that our model

detects predictive covariates that are specific to the geriatric population. In addition,

an interesting feature of the chosen coefficients are their high correlation with one

another. Typically in lasso, highly correlated coefficients are shrunk so that only one

remains in the model. A nice feature in our model is that we can characterize patients

more accurately regardless of how correlated the covariate space is, and provides a

more accurate summary of important features. More importantly, these coefficients

point to additional characteristics to better identify patients in the clinical setting.
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Figure 3.4: Largest estimated coefficients (|β| ą“ 0.05) for POSH group from
HIFM. Posterior means with 95% credible intervals are plotted for each.
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3.5 Discussion

We introduced the hierarchical infinite factor model that utilizes a hierarchical Dirich-

let process weighting scheme as a sparsity-inducing transfer learning model. We con-

tributed an easy-to-implement inference method and showed promising results that

our method is effective at predicting surgical complications between unbalanced and

sparse populations. Through simulation, we show that compared to state-of-the art

baseline models, our model has better predictive accuracy and more accurate esti-

mates of the coefficients, regardless of data size and type. In addition, simulations

show that HIFM flexibly models each population with its own factor loadings matrix

that controls the number of factors needed to best explain the data. The resulting

factor scores are a new representation of the data that diminishes the distributional

differences between the populations, resulting in similar predictive performance re-

gardless if one population is smaller than the other.

Others in the literature have utilized transfer learning to improve prediction in

health care settings. (Gong et al., 2015) proposed an instance weighting algorithm

used in risk stratification models of cardiac surgery using a weighting scheme based

on distances of each observation to the mean of the target distribution’s predictors.

(Wiens et al., 2014) discussed the problem of using data from multiple hospitals to

predict hospital-associated infection with Clostridium difficile for a target hospital.

(Lee et al., 2012) describe a method for transfer learning for the American College of

Surgeon’s National Surgical Quality Improvement Program (NSQIP) dataset, pre-

dicting mortality in patients after 30 days. Their methodology uses cost-sensitive

support vector machines, first training the model on source data and next fitting

the same model for the target data, but regularizing the model parameters toward

that of the source model. While these approaches succeed in accomplishing positive

transfer in their individual applications, their methods fail to learn the dependence
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structure underlying the observed data and do not provide any uncertainty quantifi-

cation to the predicted outcomes. Our approach not only achieves positive transfer

learning such that prediction is improved in the target task, but it also provides

interpretable insights into potential phenotypes of patients that best explain those

at risk for complications post-surgery. We show above that using this predictive tool

compared to the current POSH heuristic increases the sensitivity of death from 0.35

to 0.91. Improving sensitivity by almost a factor of 3 would have a huge impact for

the geriatric patients at Duke. Implementing our proposed model in practice has the

potential to save lives by either appropriately intervening on the patient or having

further follow-up to decide whether the surgery is the right option for that patient.

Our work is a part of the continued effort to create a clinical platform to deliver

individualized risk scores of complications at our university’s health system for the

purpose of triaging patients into preoperative clinics based on their underlying sur-

gical risk. We plan to implement this framework directly into their electronic health

system, so that clinicians will be able to assess the predicted complications directly

through the patient’s chart and treat the patient with suggested interventions that

address the patient’s increased risk.
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4

Estimating Subgroup Causal Effects via the
Overlap Weights

4.1 Introduction and Motivation

Clinical trials are enormously expensive, time-consuming, and restrictive. There-

fore, physicians and policy makers are starting to rely more heavily on real world

evidence. When randomized trials are not feasible, observational studies are funda-

mental to comparative effectiveness research (CER). CER studies frequently extend

beyond population average comparisons to include precision medicine, i.e. What

works best for whom? To answer this question, numerous statistical methods have

been proposed to identify heterogeneous treatment effects (HTE) (Chen et al., 2017;

Liu et al., 2017; Zhu et al., 2017; Li et al., 2018b; Zhang et al., 2012). These methods

focus on novel ways to detect HTE, yet the simplest approach to HTE, subgroup

analysis, remains ubiquitous. Among observational propensity score analyses pub-

lished JAMA since January 1, 2017, 16 dealt with observational CER and half of

these reported subgroup analysis (SGA). Statistical methods for SGA range from

one-at-a-time treatment comparisons stratified on a subgroup, to tests of interaction
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and multivariable models (Kent et al., 2010; Kent and Hayward, 2007). The litera-

ture on SGA is essentially limited to placebo-controlled trials, with a few exceptions

(Rassen et al., 2012; Green and Stuart, 2014; Wang et al., 2018). Guidance for ob-

servational comparisons is lacking as is a connection to classic design principles for

PS analyses.

Propensity score (PS) methods have been advocated for patient-centered out-

comes research (PCOR)/CER because they facilitate a separation between the de-

sign of observational studies and the analysis of outcome (Rubin, 2007). Propen-

sity methods rely on the assumption that all of the relevant patient characteristics

have been measured (no unmeasured confounding) and that the propensity model

is correctly specified. Although impossible to verify, the adequacy of a PS model is

reinforced during the design phase by deriving measures of balance between treated

and untreated patients to ensure a minimum threshold of comparability. Balance

metrics, such as the absolute standardized mean difference (ASMD), are used to

assess the adequacy of PS adjustment (Austin and Stuart, 2015; Stuart et al., 2013;

Zhao, 2016). Lack of balance, particularly on important covariates, is an indication

that the treatment effect estimate will be biased, and is often addressed by revising

the PS model (Austin and Stuart, 2015; Zubizarreta, 2015; Chang et al., 2017).

Radice et al. (2012) identified threats to the validity of observational SGA: “When

the estimated PS ignores a differential treatment allocation by subgroup, estimates

can be biased and inefficient.” PS methods provide no guarantee of covariate balance

within subgroups unless the PS is perfectly specified, including all potential subgroup

differences (Green and Stuart, 2014; Radice et al., 2012). Despite this risk, among

the 16 examples of observational SGA published in JAMA since 2017, all used main

effects logistic regression models for the PS, and none assessed covariate balance

within subgroups. All of these analyses are vulnerable to imbalance and therefore

bias.
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4.1.1 Motivating Example

We observe this phenomenon in the context of procedural comparisons in the COMPARE-

UF registry of women with uterine fibroids. Using PS methods, COMPARE-UF

sought to evaluate alternative management options for uterine fibroids for relief of

symptoms and quality of life. Among patients enrolled in COMPARE-UF myomec-

tomy and hysterectomy were the most common treatments (557 and 721 eligible

patients, respectively, as of 6/22/2018). Subgroup analysis was pre-specified as a

primary aim. Investigators and stakeholders identified subgroups based on age, race,

baseline quality of life, prior procedures for uterine fibroids, reproductive history,

and type of symptoms. Figure 1a displays the unadjusted standardized mean dif-

ferences (SMDs) for 15 pre-specified confounding variables (demographics, disease

history, quality of life and symptoms), both in the overall population and in select

subgroups. With standardized differences ą 10 and often ą 20, confounding in the

comparison of myomectomy vs. hysterectomy is likely. Figure 1b displays the SMDs

after inverse probability of treatment weighting (IPW) based on a main effects lo-

gistic regression model. Excellent balance is achieved, on average, across the entire

cohort, and within most subgroups. However, large SMDs remain in two subgroups,

particularly younger age (ă 40) where the IQR box is above 10. All of the imbalances

are going in the same direction. Direction is relevant here because covariates were

coded as risk factors (larger values being worse). Even after IPW, younger women

receiving hysterectomy had consistently worse symptoms and disease history than

those receiving myomectomy.

The lack of subgroup balance could be addressed through a number of existing

methods. First, we can modify the propensity model based on scientific knowledge.

Age was the strongest predictor in the PS model and the potential for interactions

with age might have been specified a-priori. However the investigators did not an-
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Figure 4.1: SMDs across 15 pre-specified confounders in the selection of myomec-
tomy versus. Hysterectomy before and after adjustment using IPW and main effects
logistic regression to estimate the PS.

ticipate this feature and were equally concerned with other subgroups. Second, an

iterative process as been advocated (Austin and Stuart, 2015; Zubizarreta, 2015; Ho

et al., 2017), of checking balance and adding interactions until balance is achieved.

This approach can be time consuming and cumbersome; the optimal changes to the

PS are not obvious. Alternatively, a more flexible approach to modeling the PS

could be employed. Machine learning methods have been advocated for their abil-

ity to capture non-linearity and interactions without pre-specification (Radice et al.,

2012; Lee et al., 2010; McCaffrey et al., 2004). While this option is attractive, the

performance for the purpose of subgroup analysis is unclear.

We propose a novel propensity score method for SGA that seeks to balance exist-
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ing strategies in an automatic and efficient way. We take advantage of the scientific

knowledge encoded in pre-specified subgroups. That is, these subgroups are candi-

dates for interaction in the PS model because physicians and patients think about

them differently. We pair this knowledge with machine learning methods for vari-

able selection, and the recently developed overlap weighting. Overlap weighting is

more efficient that IPW (Li et al., 2018b; Mao et al., 2018; Li et al., 2018a), and

may therefore mitigate the variance tradeoff that arises with a more complex PS

model. We compare the proposed method to existing methods via simulation. In

Section 2 we describe the methods under consideration. In Section 3 we present the

results of simulation studies, evaluating balance, bias, and variance. In Section 4 we

re-analyze the COMPARE-UF data using alternative methods. Finally, we provide

recommendations for observational SGA and discuss the implications beyond SGA

to other methods for observational HTE.

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Subgroup Causal Effects

Consider a sample of N individuals, where each unit i “ 1, ..., N belongs to one of

two treatment groups, denoted by Zi “ z for z “ 0, 1. There are N1 individuals

treated, where Zi “ 1, and N0 individuals in the control group, where Zi “ 0. We

proceed under the potential outcomes framework for causal comparisons (Rubin,

1974; Imbens and Rubin, 2015). Under the standard Stable Unit Treatment Value

Assumption (SUTVA), each individual i has two potential outcomes Yip1q and Yip0q,

corresponding to each treatment condition, of which only the one corresponding to

the observed treatment Zi is observed: Yi “ ZiYip1q ` p1 ´ ZiqYip0q. For each unit

i, a vector of pre-treatment covariates Xi “ pUi,Viq are observed, consisting of J

pre-specified binary subgrouping variables of interest, denoted by Vi “ pVi1, ..., ViJq,

and p generic covariates, denoted by Ui “ pUi1, ..., Uipq.
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We are interested in causal comparisons in subpopulations defined by a specific

covariate value, e.g. the female population or the young population. Using the

above notation, for each value v (“ p0, 1q) of each pre-specified subgrouping variable

Vj (j “ 1, ..., J), we can define the estimand of subgroup average treatment effect

(SATE) τjpvq:

τjpvq “ ErY p1q ´ Y p0q|Vj “ vs. (4.1)

To identify the subgroup ATEs from observational studies, we invoke two stan-

dard assumptions (Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1983): (i) unconfoundedness,

PrpZ|Y p1q, Y p0q,Xq “ PrpZ|Xq, and (ii) overlap or positivity, 0 ă epXiq ă 1, where

epXiq “ PrpZi “ 1|Xiq is the propensity score, that is, the probability of receiving

the treatment given the observed covariates. Under unconfoundedness, the subgroup

ATE can be identified by the difference in the means of the observed outcome Y be-

tween treatment and control groups:

τjpvq “ ExrEpY |X “ x, Vj “ v, Z “ 1q ´ EpY |X “ x, Vj “ v, Z “ 0qs. (4.2)

In observational studies, treatment assignment is usually dependent on a set of

covariates; imbalance in these covariates between treatment groups can potentially

lead to biased estimates of the treatment effect. A common approach to achieve

covariate balance and treatment effect estimation is weighting, in which each indi-

vidual is re-weighted to create a pseudo-population—the target population—where

the weighted distribution of the covariates in the treatment and control groups are

balanced, in expectation. (Li et al., 2018c) proposed the general class of balancing

weights. Additionally, corresponding to each set of balancing weight is a different

weighted average treatment effect (WATE) estimand.

Assume there exists the marginal distribution of covariates, X, fpxq, with respect

to a base measure m. We represent the density of the target population as fpxqhpxq

where hpxq is a pre-specified tilting function. We then define a general class of
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weighted estimands, τh, over the target population as determined by our choice of

hpxq (Li et al., 2018c).

τh “
Erhpxqpµ1pX “ xq ´ µ0pX “ xqqs

Erhpxqs
(4.3)

where µzpX “ xq “ ErY |X “ x, Z “ zs are the conditional means of the poten-

tial outcomes given the observed covariates. For subgroup analysis, hpxq will always

involve an indicator function representing the observations within the subgroup of

interest. For example, when hpxq “ 1pVj“vq, this reflects τjpvq as presented in 4.2

and is the subgroup ATE.

For any hpxq, we can also define balancing weights: (Li et al., 2017):

#

w1pxq9
fpxqhpxq
fpxqepxq

“
hpxq
epxq

, for Z “ 1,

w0pxq9
fpxqhpxq

fpxqp1´epxqq
“

hpxq
p1´epxqq

, for Z “ 0.
(4.4)

where the weights weigh the distribution of X between treatment groups to the target

population, such that f1pxqw1pxq “ f0pxqw0pxq “ fpxqhpxq, where f1pxq “ fpxqepxq

and f0pxq “ fpxqp1´epxqq. For any set of balancing weights, wi, an unbiased moment

estimator of τh is τ̂w:

τ̂w “

ř

i ZiYiwi
ř

i Ziwi
´

ř

ip1´ ZiqYiwi
ř

ip1´ Ziqwi
(4.5)

The choice of the tilting function, hpxq, determines the target population, the

target estimand, and the weights. For example, when hpxq “ 1, the target population

is fpxq or the entire sample, the weights are inverse-probability weights (IPW) (w1 “

1{epxq, w0 “ 1{p1´epxqq, and the target estimand is the ATE. This is easily extended

for subgroups by substituting hpxq “ 1 for hpxq “ 1pVj“vq. IPW is arguably the

most commonly used weighting approach. IPW weigh each unit by the inverse of the

probability of that unit being assigned to the observed group (Horvitz and Thompson,
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1952). The use of the IPW estimator is ubiquitous due to its unbiased property, where

τjpvq “EXrEpY |X “ x, Vj “ v, Z “ 1q ´ EpY |X “ x, Vj “ v, Z “ 0qs (4.6)

“E
„

1pVj“vqZY

epXq
´

1tVj“vup1´ ZqY

p1´ epXqq



(4.7)

We consider two types of balancing weights: (i) the inverse-probability weights

(IPW) pw1 “ 1{epxq, w0 “ 1{p1 ´ epxqq, obtained by setting hpxq “ 1, and the

corresponding target estimand is the ATE; (ii) the overlap weights (OW) w1 “

1´epxq, w0 “ epxq, obtained by setting hpxq “ epxqp1´epxqq, and the corresponding

target estimand is the average treatment effect for the overlapped population (ATO).

Within the subgroup context, these estimands correspond to the subgroup-specific

WATE.

In practice, we estimate the propensity score, epXiq, with êpXiq, where êpXiq is

typically calculated using a logistic regression model withXi provided as main effects:

êpXiq “ r1` expp´Xiβ̂qs
´1. The unbiased property of the IPW estimator relies on

a correct specification of the propensity score, which requires additional considera-

tion when working within subgroups. The covariate imbalance and therefore bias is

often heightened within subgroups, illustrated in the Compare-UF study where the

subgroup defined by younger age has substantial covariate imbalance, while overall

covariate balance is achieved. Therefore, we may reconsider a propensity model with

interactions between subgroups and covariates that may better explain a differential

treatment allocation by subgroup.

logitpepUi,Viqq “ α0 `α
1
uUi `α

1
vVi `α

1
pUi ¨ Viq (4.8)

where pUi ¨ Viq represents two-way interactions between all covariates, U , and each

subgroup variables, Vj, for j “ 1, ..., J .

While this may get us closer to the true form of the propensity model, the model is

potentially over-parameterized, leading to propensities closer to the tail and resulting
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in inflated variance of our estimate. IPW is prone to adverse finite-sample conse-

quences such as large variance and poor balance due to extreme propensities (Busso

et al., 2014). In practice, when the treatment groups are initially very different,

propensity score units approach the bounds of 0 or 1, leading to inverse probability

weights that can approach infinity, this can be more likely as the propensity model

complexity increases. The inflation of variance is more severe in subgroups, where

sample size is smaller. Therefore, to perform subgroup analysis with weighting, we

consider a novel approach to weighting, overlap weights, proposed by (Li et al.,

2018b), known for its minimum variance properties among all balancing weights.

4.2.2 Exact Balance in Subgroups with Overlap Weights

We consider the use of overlap weights, where each unit is weighted by its probability

of being assigned to the opposite group (Li et al., 2018b):

"

w1pxq “ 1´ epxq, for Z “ 1,
w0pxq “ epxq, for Z “ 0.

(4.9)

These balancing weights correspond to hpxq “ epxqp1 ´ epxqq. The resulting target

population are the units whose characteristics could appear with substantial proba-

bility in either treatment group (the most overlap) (Li et al., 2018b). This extends

to subgroups when hpxq “ 1pVj“vqepxqp1´ epxqq

Overlap weights have a variety of optimality properties among balancing weights.

By definition, the OWs are bounded between 0 and 1, thus automatically overcoming

the large uncertainty and non-positivity issues caused by extreme propensity scores

when using IPW. Among all balancing weights, overlap weights minimize the large-

sample variance of the weighted estimator, τ̂wj pvq defined in 4.5. When estimating the

propensity score using maximum likelihood from a logistic regression, overlap weights

result in exact balance between treatment groups for any included covariate as well

as any additional derived covariates, such as higher order terms, interactions and
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spline terms (Li et al., 2018b). In addition, the resulting target population resembles

clinical equipoise, where the units with the greatest uncertainty about treatment are

weighted the most (epxq near 0.5). This contrasts to the target population under

IPW, in which units whom the decision to treat is certain (epxq « 0 or 1), are

more influential. As a result, the target population under OW is aligned with future

clinical trials that seek to address remaining questions of equipoise.

To leverage the exact balance property of overlap weights in SGA, we present

and prove Proposition 1 that assures exact balance within subgroups.

Proposition 1. : If the postulated PS model is a logistic regression model that

includes the interaction term, e.g. êpUi,Viq “ logit´1
pα̂0` α̂

111
uUi` α̂

111
vVi` α̂

111
uvpppUi ¨̈̈

Viqqqq , where Ui ¨̈̈ Vi denotes all pairwise interactions between columns of Ui and Vi

(mimicking the form in equation (5)), and α̂111 “ pα̂0, α̂
111
u, α̂

111
v, α̂

111
uvq is the maximum

likelihood (ML) estimator, then

N
ÿ

i“1

1tVj“vuZiUi,pŵi ´
N
ÿ

i“1

1tVj“vup1´ ZiqUi,pŵi “ 0

where ŵi is the normalized overlap weight, such that
řN
i 1tVj“vuZiŵi “

řN
i 1tVj“vup1´

Ziqŵi “ 1. Proof : For simplicity, consider the case where there are only two co-

variates U1 and V1, where V1 is binary. The interaction term U1V1 “ U1 for units

with V1 “ 1 and U1V1 “ 0 for units with V1 “ 0. If the postulated propensity score

model include the interaction term U1V1, e.g. logittepUi, Viqu “ α0`Ui,1α1`Vi,1α2`

Ui,1Vi,1α12, then

i For units i with Vi,1 “ 0, the exact balance of the interaction term trivially

stands because the interaction term equals zero for these units.

ii For units i with Vi,1 “ 1, the exact balance of the interaction term also stands

by directly applying the interaction term to Equation (A.4) (and thus Equation
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(A.5)) , which becomes:

ř

i:Vi,1“1 Ui,1Zip1´ êiq
ř

i Zip1´ êiq
“

ř

i:Vi,1“1 Ui,1p1´ Ziqêi
ř

ip1´ Ziqêi
.

Proposition 1 implies that if the true propensity score model has interaction

terms, then the propensity scores estimated from any model that nests the true

model would lead to exact balance within subgroups for all covariates defined by the

interaction terms. This suggests that over-fitted propensity score models would lead

to exact balance in any subgroups defined by the included interactions; however,

the cost is the inflated variance of the weights, as over-fitted propensity scores will

converge to 0 and 1 as the model approaches the saturated model, even in overlap

weights. Because of overlap weights’ minimum variance property, the inflation of

variance will always be less than that of IPW.

We consider defining subgroup treatment effects for V because we believe there is

effect modification for these different subpopulations. It is reasonable to believe that

these subgroups also have a different relationship with the treatment assignment

and therefore should be properly reflected in the propensity score model through

interactions between U and V . We now have theoretical justification to include these

interactions into the PS model based on Proposition 1, though still face the problem

of inflated variance from an overspecified model. Therefore, to better understand

where interactions are truly present in the overspecified model, we employ the use

of machine learning methods to perform variable selection.

4.2.3 Estimating Propensity Scores via Machine Learning Methods

Machine learning methods are gaining traction in causal inference for their ability to

estimate a propensity score model without restrictive assumptions on the underlying

true form (e.g. main effects logistic regression), and without the investigators being
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able to pre-specify all necessary interactions or non-linear terms (Lee et al., 2010;

McCaffrey et al., 2004). In the context of SGA, we propose an approach to fitting

the PS model that prioritizes subgroup balance. We first start with a PS model that

has all pairwise interactions between covariates and subgroups, and view this as a

high-dimensional PS problem, in which machine learning methods can handle large

p, small n (Schneeweiss et al., 2017).

We compare different propensity score methods including logistic regression,

LASSO (Least absolute shrinkage and selection operator), post-LASSO (logistic re-

gression using covariates selected from LASSO), random forests, and boosted classi-

fication trees (Belloni and Chernozhukov, 2013; Wright and Ziegler, 2015; Friedman

et al., 2010). The goal of the comparisons is to understand how different approaches

to learning the propensity model impact the estimation of causal effects. For one,

LASSO is an obvious choice for machine learning methods that perform model se-

lection. However, in causal settings, it is known to result in “regularization-induced

confounding” where regularization inadvertently biases treatment effect estimates by

over-shrinking regression coefficients (Hahn et al., 2018). We want to study whether

residual bias remains due to this shrinkage, particularly in the subgroup setting. Ran-

dom forests are a non-linear model choice that are capable of learning more complex

relationships among covariates, including interactions. While quite commonly used

in causal settings and even recently for heterogeneous treatment effect estimation

(Athey and Imbens, 2015), random forests have not been studied in the subgroup

setting.

We compare six different models that include slight changes to the provided design

matrix as outlined below.

1. True model: Fitting êpUi,V
˚
i q “ logit´1

pβ̂0 ` β̂
111
uUi,T rue ` β̂v1V

˚
i1 ` β̂v2V

˚
i2 `

β̂uv1Ui,T rueV
˚
i1` β̂uv2Ui,T rueV

˚
i2q with logistic regression. This model choice pro-
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vides a ground truth scenario.

2. Logistic regression with main effects: êpUi,Viq “ logit´1
pβ̂0 ` β̂

111
uUi `

β̂1vViq. This model aims to provide a baseline of common practice, to under-

stand how SGA performs when ignoring differential treatment allocation by

subgroups in the propensity model.

3. LASSO “kitchen-sink”: We fit a LASSO model with all main effects and

possible interactions between the subgrouping variables, Vi, and all other co-

variates, Ui. The idea is to allow LASSO to find the necessary interactions

among subgroups and covariates through variable selection. The LASSO logis-

tic regression model is fit using 10-fold cross validation using the R package,

glmnet, to find the optimal shrinkage hyperparameter (Friedman et al., 2010).

4. Post-LASSO: This model fits a logistic regression model with the variables

selected in the LASSO “kitchen-sink” model. The goal is to use LASSO to

perform variable selection, then use maximum likelihood estimation through

logistic regression to estimate the model using those selected variables. By

using MLE, the covariate balance property proved under overlap weights will

hold for those selected variables.

5. Random Forests with covariates and subgroup variables provided as main

effects. Random forests naturally learn interactions through the branching of

the trees. With this model, we learn how well random forests are able to

capture the subgroup relationships with other covariates. The random forests

model is fit with the R package ranger with hyperparameters set to default

levels of number of trees equal to 1000 and with number of variables to try at

each tree split set to the square root of the number of variables in the model

(Wright and Ziegler, 2015).
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6. Random Forests “kitchen-sink”. We see how random forests perform as a

variable selection method when provided with input that include the necessary

interactions. The random forests model is fit with the R package ranger with

hyperparameters set to default levels of number of trees equal to 1000 and

with number of variables to try at each tree split set to the square root of the

number of variables in the model (Wright and Ziegler, 2015).

4.3 Simulation Study

4.3.1 Simulation Study Design

We design a simulation study to compare the use of the six propensity score methods

outlined above with inverse-probability and overlap weighting for a range of possible

data settings. The goal is to find the optimal solution for estimating subgroup

treatment effects under different levels of confounding, sparsity, and heterogeneity of

subgroup effects.

We first present a single simulation design that corresponds to a clinically mean-

ingful scenario. We have 50 covariates, with varying strength of confounding, of

which, 2 are identified as subgroups that represent a high risk co-morbidity that

also increases the likelihood of being treated. In the presence of these high risk

conditions, the other patient characteristics play a lesser role in driving treatment

decisions (strength of αu in the propensity model is reduced when interacted with

the subgrouping variable).

Specifically, we generate 50 covariates and subgrouping variables, Xi “ pUi,Viq.

Of the 50 covariates, 2 of them are generated as subgrouping variables, Vi. We draw

Vi from Bernoulli random variables with probability equal to 0.25. The remaining

covariates, Ui, include half independent binary random variables generated with

probability 0.3, and half continuous covariates generated from independent standard

normal distributions. We then generate the probability of treatment via a logistic
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regression model that mimics the equation presented in 4.8, where α0 = -2, αv

= (0.5), and αu is a sequence between t0.1, 0.5u of length 48 (number of U) and

αuv “ αu{2 for both subgrouping variables, V . The resulting propensity score

distribution under each treatment arm is displayed in 4.2.

Figure 4.2: Distribution of propensity scores for treated and control under first
simulation

Next, we specify the outcome process model as a linear regression where all

covariates and subgrouping variables influence the outcome. We generate Yi as a

continuous outcome for patient i:

Yi “ β0 ` β
1
uUi ` β

1
vVi ` β

1
zZi ` β

1
zvpVi ¨Ziq ` εi

where εi is distributed Np0, 1q and the coefficients are β0 “ 0, βu “ αu, βv = (0.8),

βz “ ´1, and the interactions between subgroup and treatment is βzv “ p0q for both

V . This model implies a true treatment effect τjpvq “ τ “ ´1, where τ is the overall

average treatment effect.

We next extend this simulation to multiple settings to understand how SGA

performs under different levels of sparsity, strength of confounding through main

effects and interaction terms, and the heterogeneity of subgroup effects. To this

end, we introduce additional parameters to control each simulation design: 1) the

proportion of variables, U , that are confounders (have nonzero coefficients), pconf , 2)
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the strength of the simulated coefficients in the propensity model, controlled by γ,

3) the strength of the simulated coefficients for the interaction terms, controlled by

κ, 4) the number of total subgroups tested, nv, and 5) the strength of the subgroup

treatment effect, βzv. In some simulations, we introduce covariates that have no

effects on treatment or the outcome, as controlled by pconf , to simulate scenarios

when researchers are unsure of which covariates to include in the model and the

resulting solution is sparse. We consider three choices of pconf “ p0.50, 0.75, 1q, to

show results at different levels of sparsity. We assume there are two subgrouping

variables, V ˚i that influence the probability of treatment (for all simulation designs),

and the remaining subgroups, V NULL
i , will represent possible subgroups to test (the

number of null subgroups is controlled by nv), but in truth will have no influence

on the probability of treatment. We consider nv “ p2, 6, 10q. Overall, there are

162 different simulation schemes we consider, as controlled by these parameters. All

simulations have probability of treatment generated as follows:

epUi,V
˚
i q “ logit´1

pα0 `α
1
vV

˚
i `α

1
uUi `α

1
uvpUi ¨ V

˚
i qq

where α0 = -2, αv = (0.5), andαu = t0.05, 0.25u˚γ of length nuˆpconf andαu = 0 for

length nuˆp1´pconf ), where nu “ nx´nv is the number of covariates. For example,

when nv “ 10 and pconf “ 0.5, there are 20 covariates in the propensity model that

influence the probability of treatment, with coefficients that range between 0.05 and

0.25; the remaining 20 covariates have zero coefficients. To add an additional layer,

we use a scale factor, γ that for some simulations, increases the magnitude of αu

coefficients to make them stronger confounders. We set γ “ p1, 2, 3q. Similarly, the

interaction coefficients, αuv “ αu ˆ κ, mimics that of the coefficients for the main

effects, but has an additional scale factor κ that adjusts their strength in the model.

We set κ “ p0.25, 0.5, 0.75q, so that the magnitude of the effect is reduced but the

same covariates are important overall and when interacted with the subgroups.
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Figure 1 summarizes the simulated propensity score distribution across values

of γ (across rows) and pconf (down columns), holding constant κ=0.5, nv=2. The

resulting propensity score distributions vary from showing strong confounding, with

substantial probability in the tails, when γ=3 and pconf “ 1, to low or moderate

confounding, with more overlap between treated and control, seen when γ “ 1 and

pconf “ 0.5 or pconf “ 1.

Figure 4.3: Propensity score distributions for variations of the data generation,
γ “ p1, 2, 3q and pconf “ p0.5, 1q.

The outcome process model is again a linear regression where pconf covariates and

all subgrouping variables influence the outcome, though U are stronger risk factors

for the outcome compared to V . We generate Yi as follows:

Yi “ β0 ` β
1
uUi ` β

1
v˚V

˚
i ` β

1
vNULLV

NULL
i ` βzZi ` β

1
zv˚pV ˚

i ¨Ziq ` εi

where εi is distributed Np0, 1q, β0 “ 0, βv˚ = (0.8), βvNULL = (0.1), βu “ αu,

βz “ ´1, and the interactions between subgroup and treatment is varied such that,

βzv˚ “ p0q or βzv˚ “ p0.5q. When βzv˚ “ p.5q, this model implies τ1:2p0q “ ´0.875,
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τ1:2p1q “ ´0.375, corresponding to the treatment effects for subgrouping variables

V ˚ when equal to 0 and 1.

For each variation on the data generating process, we create 50 data sets of 3000

observations each. In each data set, we estimate the propensity score in six ways as

discussed above. Each of these PS estimation methods is used to create both IPW

and OW. To estimate the variance of the subgroup causal effects under each weighting

method, we use parametric bootstrapping for 100 iterations. We then compare each

of the 12 combinations (six models with 2 weighting methods) according to 1. Mean

balance (ASMDs); 2. Relative Bias; 3. Root mean squared error in the estimated

treatment effect compared to the true value.

4.3.2 Results: Covariate Balance

We evaluate the simulation results by calculating the overall and subgroup balance

using absolute standardized mean differences. We define ASMD for the hth covariate

Xh as the absolute difference of the weighted means between treated and control

divided by the square root of the pooled within-group variance:

ASMDh “

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

řN
i“1 ZiXihwi
řN
i“1 Ziwi

´

řN
i“1p1´ ZiqXihwi
řN
i“1p1´ Ziqwi

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

{

c

s2
0

2
`
s2

1

2
, h “ 1, ..., P (4.10)

where s2
z is the variance of the unweighted covariate in group z. We use this definition

with unweighted standard errors in the denominator to allow for fair comparisons

between weighting methods. This assures that the smaller ASMD is due to better

covariate balance and not increased standard error. We additionally calculate a

subgroup ASMD similarly as above but conditioned on only the observations that

belong to the subgroup specified. The ASMDh are averaged over the 50 simulation

runs.

We begin by evaluating the results for the first simulation case we presented, dis-

played in Figure 5.4. We show the ASMD for each covariate for subgroups, V1 “ 1
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and V1 “ 0, across different weighting types and propensity model choices; the re-

sults are similar for V2 “ 1 and V2 “ 0 since they are simulated in the same way

and therefore are omitted here. From first glance between IPW and OW panels, the

performance between them follow very similar patterns, but in general OW achieve

better balance across methods. For V1 “ 0, all linear models (excluding random

forests) achieve reasonable balance under both IPW and OW. Random forests per-

form poorly for this baseline group, with ASMDs that are greater than 0.1, the

typically used threshold of balance, under both weighting methods. The main ef-

fects model performs similarly to the other models for the baseline group, V1 “ 0,

resulting in very slight imbalances, suggesting it captures the main effects model

well. However, in the V1 “ 1 group, it performs poorly under overlap weights and

particularly IPW, failing to balance the covariates within this subgroup. The true

model and post-LASSO achieve perfect (or near perfect) balance for V1 “ 1 under

overlap weights. LASSO performs similarly to post-LASSO, but has some shrinkage

induced imbalances, seen for covariates X24 to X48, where the coefficients are slightly

larger.

Next, we evaluate balance for all simulations. For each simulation setting, we

summarize the covariate balance by first averaging the covariate specific ASMDh

across the 50 simulations, then taking the maximum of the averaged ASMDh over

all covariates with a nonzero coefficient in the simulation. This is done for the

overall population, and for the four subgroups defined by V ˚. We summarize the

null subgroups’ ASMD in a “rest” category, where we take the maximum of subgroup

ASMDh over all covariates with a nonzero coefficient for all of the null subgroups,

VNULL. The standardized differences are calculated for only the covariates with

nonzero coefficients to assure the plots are representing true covariate imbalance and

not just noise from the simulations.

Figure 4.5 displays the maximum ASMD and subgroup ASMD for each simulation
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Figure 4.4: ASMD for all covariates, calculated within each subgroup for both IPW
and overlap weights. Each color and point marker represents a different propensity
score model used to generate the weights. Results from first simulation.

settings. There are 12 cells in the plot that represent the two weighting schemes

(IPW on top row and OW on bottom row), and each of the 6 propensity score

methods (across the columns). OW outperforms IPW for each of the propensity score

methods across each of the simulations. By design, the true model under OW achieves

excellent balance, due to the exact balance property of OW and the subgroup exact
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balance property discussed above. The main effects logistic regression fails to balance

the covariates within subgroups, particularly for V1 “ 1 and V2 “ 1 when paired with

traditional IPW. The LASSO and post-LASSO models perform similarly in terms of

ASMD under OW, with post-LASSO performing better across simulations for V1=0

and V2=0, capturing the main effects coefficients more accurately most likely due

to shrinkage as a result of LASSO. The two random forests models result in similar

balance regardless of the provided design matrix, with ASMDs that range much

wider than the LASSO and post-LASSO models, suggesting that the performance

depends greatly on the specification of the underlying true model and little on the

provided design matrix.

Figure 4.5: Max ASMD over all covariates with non-zero coefficients, calculated
within each subgroup, overall, and across all null subgroups (labeled “Rest”). For
each data generation option, we calculate the average ASMD over 50 simulation runs
and calculate the max over non-null covariates. RF-Full: random forests run on the
full design matrix with all interactions between the subgroups and covariates; RF-
Just X: random forests run on only the simulated X covariates.
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4.3.3 Results: Treatment Effect Estimation

Next, we evaluate the treatment effect estimation by first calculating the relative

bias, that is, RB “ τ̂wj pvq ´ τjpvq, defined as the difference between the estimated

weighted average treatment effect and the true analytical form of the ATE, calculated

for subgroups and overall. Figure 4.6 displays the relative bias for the first simulation

for the six propensity models and two weighting types. Across all models, overlap

weights result in lower bias in subgroup treatment effect compared to IPW. Common

practice often entails using IPW with propensity scores fit with a main effects model.

The resulting bias from this model for subgroups, V1 “ 1 and V2 “ 1, is -1.5, meaning

we estimated a treatment effect of about -2.5, when the true underlying effect is -1.

If the same propensity scores (from the main effects model) are used with overlap

weighting, the resulting estimates are much closer to the truth with the bias for

subgroups, V1 “ 1 and V2 “ 1, cut in half at about -0.75. Beyond the true model,

the post-LASSO approach paired with overlap weights performs best for estimating

all subgroup treatment effects. As expected from the balance plot, the random forests

models have the largest bias, for subgroups V1 “ 0, and very large bias for V1 “ 1.

Figure 4.7 displays the relative bias for all simulations. Across all models, we

again find that OW results in smaller relative bias compared to IPW, for the overall

population and the subgroup populations. The resulting patterns per model follows

closely to what was seen in Figure 4.6 and to the degree of covariate imbalance seen

in Figure 4.5. Most importantly, we find that excluding the true model, post-LASSO

using OW results in the smallest relative bias within each subgroup and overall for

all simulations. We should note that for some simulation settings, all methods result

in near zero bias. Particularly when confounding is minimal, IPW performs simi-

larly to OW and little advantage is seen for using OW. Random forests also achieve

approximately zero bias under OW with stronger sparsity and stronger interactions,
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Figure 4.6: Bias calculated within each subgroup for both IPW and overlap
weights. Each color and point marker represents a different propensity score model
used to general the weights.

performing poorly under settings with more covariates, nx=50 and pconf=1, when

the scale factor on the coefficients, γ, is large and κ is smaller, resulting in the mag-

nitudes of the coefficients being further apart for the interaction terms and main

effects.

Figure 4.8 displays the root mean squared error (RMSE) from simulation 1 pro-

viding a view of the precision of subgroup and overall treatment effects under different

propensity models and weighting. As expected, the RMSE is generally higher for

IPW than for OW due to the minimum variance property of OW. However, the per-

formance of both methods depends on the specification of the PS model. Both main

effects and random forest models do not capture the interactions in the true PS model

and result in large biases and large variances of the subgroup effects. This suggests

that random forests under our chosen hyperparameter settings are not able to learn

the interactions (when given main effects only) or perform variable selection (when
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Figure 4.7: Relative bias of estimated treatment effect calculated within each
subgroup and overall. The max of the relative bias of subgroup treatment effect for
the null subgroups is shown in “Rest”. For each data generation option, we calculate
the average treatment effect over 50 simulation runs and then calculate the relative
bias using the averaged effect. RF-Full: random forests run on the full design matrix
with all interactions between the subgroups and covariates; RF- Just X: random
forests run on only the simulated X covariates.

given the fully-expanded design matrix including subgroup interactions), which re-

sults in inaccurate and noisy treatment estimates. In contrast LASSO coupled with

OW provides low bias and high precision, much like the true model. Post-LASSO

improves even more upon LASSO, with even lower RMSE across simulations. Perfor-

mance of LASSO and post-LASSO will clearly depend on the number of covariates,

sample size, tuning, and strength of confounding. Though with the simulation set-

tings explored here, we see that post-LASSO in general results in lower bias and

higher precision than LASSO. Similar patterns follow through the multiple simula-

tions, displayed in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.8: ASMD for all covariates, calculated within each subgroup for both IPW
and overlap weights. Each color and point marker represents a different propensity
score model used to general the weights.

4.4 Results: Compare - UF

To further understand these methods in practical applications, we revisit the ex-

ample of myomectomy versus hysterectomy in COMPARE-UF. Using IPW we ob-

served inadequate adjustment for measured confounders in the younger age subgroup

(ageă40). Here we apply the four methods for propensity score estimations (main

effects logistic regression, LASSO, post-LASSO, and random forest), in combination

with one of two weighting techniques (IPW, OW). We re-assess balance according

to the SMDs, in the overall cohort, in the younger age subgroup, and all other pre-

specified subgroups that were of interest in COMPARE-UF (older age ě 40, poor

baseline quality of life, moderate baseline quality of life, history of prior procedures for

uterine fibroids, no history of prior procedures, prior pregnancy, no prior pregnancy,

bleeding symptoms, no bleeding symptoms, Caucasian race, African American race).
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Figure 4.9: RMSE of estimated treatment effect calculated within each subgroup
and overall. The max of the RMSE of subgroup treatment effect for the null sub-
groups is shown in ‘Rest’. For each data generation option, we calculate the average
treatment effect over 50 simulation runs and then calculate the RMSE using the
averaged effect. RF-Full: random forests run on the full design matrix with all in-
teractions between the subgroups and covariates; RF- Just X: random forests run on
only the simulated X covariates.

This included 12 subgroups total. For LASSO and random forest, the design matrix

included main effects of the confounders and interactions between all subgroups of

interest and other confounding variables (118 columns).

In Figure 2a the SMDs for all 16 covariates are displayed as boxplots for the

overall cohort. All of the methods achieve adequate balance with SMDs near 0. The

SMDs are apparently 0 for OW, when paired with a main effects logistic regression

model, or post-LASSO. This is a guaranteed property of OW in the former setting

[4]. Though not guaranteed with post-LASSO, we expected that it would often occur

due to the similarity between the models. Figure 2a provides reassurance that good

overall balance is preserved, even by methods that better accommodate subgroup
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balance.

In Figure 2b the SMDs are displayed for the younger age subgroup. The covariate

balance is substantially improved by post-LASSO, with somewhat better for OW

than IPW. LASSO is not much different from main effects logistic regression, with

substantial imbalances. In Figure 3c, the results are aggregated over the remaining

subgroups. As none of these exhibited imbalances initially (based on main effects

logistic regression), additional improvements are not observed using novel methods,

but the good results are preserved.

Given the timeline of COMPARE-UF we did not have access to analyze outcomes

data. However, we can approximate the relative variance in the estimated treatment

effect for different PS models and weighting methods, per the approximation given

by Li et al (2018) [4]. The relative variances for IPW are 1.7, 1.5, 1.8, XX across

methods (main effects logistic regression, LASSO, post-LASSO, and random forest),

and 1.4, 1.5, 1.4, and XX for OW, respectively. The relative variance for OW is

lower, regardless of the propensity model, than main effects logistic regression with

IPW.

4.5 Discussion

We have proposed a novel PS method for SGA in observational data to facilitate

balance on measured covariates both overall and within subgroups. When the true

propensity score model is not known, it is generally estimated my main effects logistic

regression. In studies like COMPARE-UF, with a number of subgroups of interest,

the standard approach will often be adequate, though repeated opportunities for

imbalance may yield a subgroup like younger age in COMPARE-UF in which imbal-

ances are not only present but in a consistent direction. Our findings emphasize that

1) Balance is not guaranteed in SGA and needs to be checked 2) The combination

of post-LASSO with overlap weighting can achieve good balance overall, and within
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Figure 4.10: SMDs across alternative adjustment methods (inverse probability of
treatment weighting, IPW, with main effects logistic regression, -M, LASSO, -L, for
post-LASSO,-R, random forest -F; overlap weighting, OW, with the same suffixes).
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subgroups without sacrificing substantial precision. This approach is automatic, and

provides a single set of weights that can be used across complimentary analyses of

population average treatment effects, and subgroup-specific treatment effects.

This methodology has the potential to have a high impact on observational CER.

In our limited review of recent examples in JAMA, half included subgroup analysis

without any assessment of balance. The example of COMPARE-UF is likely to be

the common, rather than an anomaly. The selection of subgroups for a clinical trial or

observational study is usually based on clinical knowledge of patient characteristics

that are most likely to be treatment effect modifiers. The determination that a group

is likely to respond differently to treatment would also motivate current prescribing

patterns to be different in that subgroup, regardless of whether any effect modifica-

tion is truly present. Such a subgroup is likely to have a unique PS model, and hence

a single main effects PS will be inadequate. This phenomenon is likely to arise more

frequently as researchers look for real world evidence in increasingly broad popula-

tions. When a population is defined broadly, it may include many sub-populations

that could reasonably be studies in isolation, each generating a PS model and careful

balance check. We suggest that the proposed methods are particularly relevant to

these clinically motivated subgroups, that physicians already view differently. The

coupling of this information, to generate candidate interactions, as well as machine

learning for variable selection, may not only improve SGA, but also the validity of

the PS model for population average comparisons.

This work has a number of limitations. First, we focus on weighting methods

even though there are a number of legitimate ways to adjust for confounding using

PS. Weighting has a variety of advantages, including better bias reduction compared

to stratification, and it includes the entire sample whereas PS matching often reduces

the sample size. In the application of subgroup analysis, preservation of sample size

may be of particular importance in order to maintain good precision in subgroups.
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The recent development of balancing weights, including matching weights [30] and

overlap weights, has incorporated many the advantages of matching within a weight-

ing framework, and without unnecessary exclusion of data. Second, we focus on mean

balance, though a variety of balance metrics have been proposed. Mean balance is

by far the most common metric and can be justified as the most important metric

in linear models. Recent work has shown that exact mean balance is sufficient to

eliminate bias in linear models [14, 15], and overlap weighting facilitates this. We

were not able to analyze the outcome data in COMPARE-UF, however our simula-

tion studies demonstrate that our proposed method performs well in terms of both

balance and bias reduction.

This study emphasizes subgroup analysis in observational data, while alternative

methods for HTE are rapidly developing. This is not a contradiction. SGA represents

a simple case of expanding the complexity of our desired causal inference. Doing so

without a corresponding increase in the complexity of PS model is risky. Even as

we move beyond SGA, the proposed method may generalize. The subgroups that

are typically pre-specified often represent those which physicians and patients think

about differently. This thought process may be more closely aligned with the PS

model than the outcome model. Using the knowledge of pre-specified subgroups to

build the PS model may reduce bias in a range of HTE methods that rely on a PS

for confounding adjustment.

The proposed methods maintain the causal inference principle of separating study

design (and balance assessment) from analysis of outcomes. These methods allow

an analyst to thoroughly investigate the model adequacy and balance without risk

of being influenced by observing various treatment effects. However, recent devel-

opments in causal inference are moving to incorporate information on the outcome.

Ultimately, it is most important to balance factors that are strongly related to out-

come, rather than factors that are weakly related to outcome. When the candidate
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list of covariates is large, and investigators cannot pre-specify which are important

to balance, using the outcome data may be helpful. Although we don’t do that here,

the proposed methods could be adapted. This is an important direction of future

research.
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5

Longitudinal Matching for Learning Heterogeneous
Treatment Effects from EHR

5.1 Background

5.1.1 Diabetes Management

Diabetes mellitus (DM) is a chronic disease that affects a significant portion of Amer-

icans. As of 2015, over 9% of the US population has been diagnosed with DM (CDC,

2018), and this number is expected to increase past 21% by the year 2050 (Boyle

et al., 2010). The majority of affected individuals have type 2 diabetes (T2DM),

a condition commonly associated with obesity, hypertension, dyslipidemia, and an

increased risk for both micro- and macrovascular complications (Association, 2018b).

These complications are associated with personal disability, reduced quality of life,

and increased morbidity and mortality. The direct and indirect economic costs as-

sociated with diabetes in the US are tremendous, including an increased risk of

absenteeism, reduced and lost productivity, or complete inability to work. These

costs are steadily increasing, with direct expenditures alone estimated to total $237

billion in 2017 (Association, 2018a).
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The American Diabetes Association (ADA) emphasizes glycemic control as fun-

damental to diabetes management. Current ADA guidelines recommend a target

Hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c) of ă 7% for most adults to meet the goal of glycemic

control, with the caveat that lower or higher targets may be appropriate for some

individuals (Association, 2018b). Despite these recommendations, fewer than 60%

of US individuals with diagnosed diabetes have an HbA1c ă 7%. A modifiable

contributor to inadequate glycemic management in T2DM is clinical inertia, or the

failure to modify antihyperglycemic agent (AHA) therapy when biologically indicated

(Pantalone et al., 2018; Khunti et al., 2018). A major challenge to proper adjust-

ment of AHA therapy is the paucity of comparative effectiveness research (CER) on

different medications in real-world situations. Optimal drug choices for individual

patients based upon age, sex, race/ethnicity, other major comorbid conditions are

inadequately understood (Nathan et al., 2013; Gloyn and Drucker, 2018). Therefore,

when encountered with a decision on how to improve glycemic control for an indi-

vidual, clinicians must decide amongst a multitude of options with little guidance

to understanding what would be optimal for that individual. Unfortunately, many

AHA selections are often guided by contraindications to drug use, rather than being

positive choices informed by known efficacy in specific types of patients (Association,

2018b).

The existing comparative effectiveness research on diabetes is mostly based on

clinical trials (e.g. Group, 1998a,b; Holman et al., 2008). Clinical trials are the gold-

standard of CER, yet also are costly, restrictive, and not always generalizable to

common practice. For example, the ongoing large-scale GRADE trial may not yield

meaningful results for patients already taking more complex medication combina-

tions (Nathan et al., 2013). On the other hand, observational clinical data derived

from health systems (particularly electronic health records (EHR)) are usually more

representative of the diverse subpopulations of patients treated locally; therefore,
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comparative effectiveness results based on such data are more translatable to pri-

mary care, where the majority of diabetes care is delivered (Vigersky et al., 2014).

Leveraging EHR data that contains rich historical information offers great poten-

tial in the management of chronic diseases, like diabetes. However, EHR data also

comes with many challenges, especially for a disease in which longitudinal history

is critical in making treatment decisions. Particularly, little work has been done

in causal inference with observational EHR data; thus there exists limited research

on quantifying the effectiveness of AHA changes on HbA1c lowering based on EHR

data. A brief discussion of the perils of causal inference using EHR data is outlined

in (Hersh et al., 2013). Indeed, existing uses of EHR have generally focused on the

identification, location and classification of patients at high risk for T2DM based on

prediction; or on identifying lifestyle or genetic risk factors (e.g. Mohammadi, 2015;

Eswari et al., 2015; Shi et al., 2018; Bravo et al., 2018; Hedderson et al., 2018).

Significant gaps exist between how to best treat the disease and achieve glycemic

control in patients with T2DM. It is clear that decision-support tools, informed by

relevant clinical data and individual patient characteristics, risk factors, and pref-

erences, are needed to inform and guide clinical diabetes management. Our goal

is to generate an innovative causal inference algorithm to guide medication adjust-

ments in patients with inadequately controlled T2DM, aligning with the framework

most commonly used in causal comparisons, the Potential Outcome Framework. The

overall impact of this work will be to leverage the historical experiences of patients

with T2DM captured in an extensive EHR dataset and compare the effectiveness of

medication change versus remaining on the same medication. The current and re-

cent changes in the patient’s blood sugar level (HbA1c) is a driving agent in making

treatment decisions for T2DM. However, these measurements are not consistently

measured across patients and each patient has a different number of measurements.

In addition, patients may have a prior history before their measurements start at
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Duke, thus eliminating some of the disease trajectory. The data itself creates a dif-

ficult environment in which to make causal statements about an outcome, yet the

use of EHR data is steadily increasing as the availability and quality of the data

improves. While EHR data has its shortcomings as a data source, it also provides a

rich and actionable setting in which we can solve important problems that touch pa-

tients in hospital settings every day. Addressing this noisy and irregularly measured

information in a causal framework is a challenge and opens doors to addressing these

important types of questions that will become more prevalent while the use of EHR

data increases.

5.1.2 Methods Background

The use of EHR data for health research has dramatically increased in recent years,

providing an invaluable resource of patient history that few other data resources can

rival. However, EHR systems are designed for billing and not research, suggesting

that the quality and structure of the data often create additional challenges compared

to randomized trials or well-designed cohort studies. While there has been a large

increase in machine learning and statistical research using EHR data, the primary

focus of these works are often for prediction or unsupervised tasks such as clustering.

For example, in recent work by (Henao et al., 2016), they propose a novel approach

utilizing deep poisson factor models to learn computational medical phenotypes of

T2DM patients (Henao et al., 2016). These phenotypes are used to understand

underlying patient groups but also to improve prediction of adverse outcomes for

T2DM patients. While advancements in prediction and phenotyping are important

in understanding the disease, taking the question further into asking how to treat

these patients becomes more difficult. There has been very limited research on

rigorous causal inference for settings with EHR data. In prediction settings, we may

be interested in predicting the HbA1c trajectories given the past EHR history when
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the patient stays on the same treatment. In the causal setting, we are interested in

counterfactual prediction, learning the patient’s HbA1c trajectory had he/she had a

different treatment. To estimate this counterfactual prediction, we look to rigorous

causal frameworks based on potential outcomes and structural assumptions.

One of the primary challenges to performing causal inference with EHR data are

the quality and structure of the data collected. Specifically, in this problem, we have

measurements of patient’s HbA1c over time that are often sparse and irregularly

spaced. There also exists no obvious definition of temporal alignment, or a starting

point of the disease. How do we define time zero? To better illustrate these charac-

teristics, figure 5.1 displays four hypothetical patients and their HbA1c trajectories.

Note that all starting points, ti, are randomly dispersed along the time axis. Also

the interval between measurements varies within (each patient may have different

lengths of time between measurements) and between patients (patients are not all

measured at the same time). Additionally, there are different lengths of time until

treatment occurs, ti,Ji , and the total number of observations, ni, vary per patient,

where ni “ t6, 5, 11, 6u for patients 1 through 4, respectively. Despite these chal-

lenges, our aim is to use this longitudinal historical information to learn a causal

effect per patient, to balance how the glycemic levels have progressed over time.

There is a growing trend for measuring the longitudinal effect of exposures on

various health outcomes. Typically, these problems are studied through cohort stud-

ies, where all members of the cohort are followed at regular time intervals, and the

same information is captured including treatment, relevant covariates, and outcomes

of interest. More generally, longitudinal treatment problems can arise in two forms:

first, where the time of treatment varies across patients, and second, where treatment

itself is time-varying. Thomas and Schaubel (2019) provide a thorough discussion of

these problems and the current state of the literature. In our work, we do not have

time-varying treatment, but treatment at one time point per patient that occurs at
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Patient 1

Patient 2

Patient 3

Patient 4

HbA1c Trajectory

t1 , J 1

t3 , J 3

t 4 , J 4

t1,1

t2,2

t3,3

t 4,4

Time

Figure 5.1: Illustration of HbA1c trajectories from four hypothetical patients. The
circles represent their first measurement in the EHR, ti, and the rhomboids represent
a time of treatment, ti,Ji . Patient 2 is never treated.

varying times across patients. Because of the dependence on treatment, longitudinal,

observational data requires unique tools to make causal claims. A naive comparison

of patients that were never treated to patients that did receive treatment over the

length of the study will result in survival bias, where patients who survive longer

have more follow-up and more opportunities to be treated, insinuating this patient

is healthier than its counter parts (Li et al., 2001; Lu, 2005).

Many have researched time-varying treatments in the causal inference literature,

but less work has focused on accounting for longitudinal trajectories of the outcome

that becomes affected by some intervention, such as HbA1c levels before the AHA

treatment change. We have found no existing framework to handle longitudinal tra-

jectories that are sparse and irregularly measured. In our case, the time of treatment

is random and the entire trajectory of an outcome is critical in determining treatment

decisions. Raudenbush (2001) provides an overview of drawing causal inferences from

data with longitudinal trajectories (Raudenbush, 2001). Much of the work presented

in the review utilizes hierarchical, mixture, or other latent variable modeling to model

the longitudinal nature of the data. The work introduced by (Haviland et al., 2008)
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presents similar parallels to our longitudinal setting but within the application of

human development and psychopathology of how a therapeutic intervention alters

the trajectory of criminal behavior. Their work draws upon finite mixture model-

ing of longitudinal trajectories and propensity scores to infer the impact of some

treatment at time point, t, of the outcome. These methods face serious challenges

when the trajectory’s measurements are not equally spaced and each person has a

different time frame of measurement. In our setting, the EHR-derived trajectories

of HbA1c are not smooth and the measurements present a sparse view of change in

HbA1c levels, where some patients have measurements over their entire progression

of T2DM and others have a snapshot of only a few measurements.

We develop a novel causal inference framework for longitudinal data derived from

electronic health records and a longitudinal matching algorithm to estimate causal

effects. Our work addresses the two main complications posed by EHR, namely, i)

the lack of definition of time zero (time alignment) and ii) the sparse and irregular

observations. The matching algorithm consists of two novel components: i) stratify

treated patients by the length between the time they first entered the system and

they were treated, and ii) use a functional principal component analysis algorithm to

conduct dimension reduction of longitudinal data. We apply the matching algorithm

to Duke EHR data to obtain a sample of matched treated-control patients with

similar static and time-varying characteristics. This matched sample forms the basis

for the analyses namely, a) inferring the causal effect of the AHA intervention on

HbA1c level, and b) using the matched cohort to learn causal effects of a possible

treatment change on an individual’s blood sugar trajectory.
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5.2 Method

5.2.1 Notation and Definition

Assume a study with i “ 1, . . . , N patients observed in time interval t P r0, T s. Each

patient has an underlying functional process, Yiptq, of a clinical outcome, HbA1c. In

an ideal setting, we have a well defined time scale and domain, r0, T s, that is densely

observed and left aligned. We define the time of intervention, e.g. a treatment

change, as ti,0, for patient i, where for patients that are never treated, ti,0 “ 8. Let

Vi represent other static covariates, e.g. sex, age, other comorbidities. We denote

all pre-treatment information, Xi “ pVi,Yi,´t0q, where Yi,´t0 represents the pre-

treatment outcome process, where Yi,´t0 “ tYiptq, t ď ti,0u. The post-treatment

process is denoted as Yi,`t0 “ tYiptq, t ą ti,0u.

Under the potential outcomes framework for causal comparisons, Y 1
i and Y 0

i

define the pair of potential outcomes for individual i, that are used to estimate a

causal effect. In our setting, these potential outcomes are defined over time, where

Y 1
i ptq represents the potential outcome at time t when patient i has a treatment

change, and Y 0
i ptq represents the potential outcome at time t for no treatment change

for the same patient i. We define a new causal estimand in the context of functional

outcomes, the Conditional Average Treatment Effect (CATE) defined at any time

after the intervention, t ą ti,0, for each treated patient:

τipt; xq “ ErY 1
i ptq ´ Y

0
i ptq|Xi “ xs, t ą ti,0. (5.1)

Furthermore, we define the CATE trajectory as Tipxq “ tτipt; xq, t ą ti,t0u. The

CATE can be specified for regions, functions, or specific values of Xi. The CATE

equals an individual treatment effect (ITE) when conditioning on an individual’s

observed values of Xi. We estimate the Average Treatment Effect (ATE) for a single

measurement of the outcome as τptq “ ErY 1
i ptq ´ Y 0

i ptqs, t ą ti,0, where t represents

the first time point observed after treatment. We can also consider ranges of Xi
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for example, observations within a certain pre-treatment window, which will help in

estimating stratum specific CATE.

In the context of EHR data and more broadly functional data, we do not observe

the continuous time series Yiptq, instead we make observations on a discrete and

often irregular grid of ni time points Tij, where j “ 1, . . . , ni. These observations

include the intervention status Zij (Zij “ 1, if there is an intervention at time Tij

and Zij “ 0 otherwise), and the clinical outcome, Yij. Each unit’s whole treatment

history can be summarized by the grid point when patient i is first treated, denoted

as Ji, i.e., Zij “ 0 for j ă Ji and Zij “ 1 for j ě Ji. We focus on patients who

are only treated once in t P r0, T s. We define Ji “ 8 if patient i is not treated

throughout the study duration. The ni observations of the outcome tYiju
ni
j“1 can be

seen as a realization of the continuous-time process Yiptq subject to measurement

error, i.e., Yij “ YipTijq ` εij, where εp¨q is an iid noise process with Epεijq “ 0 and

Vpεijq “ σ2. In practice, we can reasonably assume that ti,Ji » ti,0, and denote the

observed pre- and post-treatment outcome trajectories as rYi,´t0 “ pYi,0, . . . , Yi,Ji´1q

and rYi,`t0 “ pYi,Ji , . . . , Yi,ni
q, respectively.

The fundamental problem of causal inference is that, for each unit, only one of the

two potential outcomes—the one corresponding to the observed treatment status—is

observed (Holland, 1986), and the other is counterfactual : Yiptq “ ZiY
1
i ptq ` p1 ´

ZiqY
0
i ptq. Specific to our setting, for each unit i, during the pre-treatment period,

only Y 0ptq is potentially observed, so that Yi,´t0 “ tY 0
i ptq, t ď ti,0u “ Y0

i,´t0
, and

during the post-treatment period, only Y 1ptq is potentially observed, with Yi,`t0 “

tY 1
i ptq, t ą ti,0u “ Y1

i,`t0
. To identify the causal estimands τipt; xq, one must make

additional structural assumptions. A key innovation of the framework is to specify

the identifying assumptions that accommodate functional data. Specifically, in recent

work by Fan Li, et.al, they propose to extend two classical assumptions, overlap and
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unconfoundedness, and make a new smoothness assumption, as follows.

Assumption 5.2.1 (Overlap or positivity). The treatment probability is bounded

away from zero and one for all units: 0 ă PrpZi,ti,0 “ 1|Vi,Yi,´t0q ă 1.

Assumption 5.2.2 (Unconfoundedness).

PrpZi,ti,0 |Vi,Yi,´t0 ,Y
1
i,`t0

,Y0
i,`t0

q “ PrpZi,ti,0 |Vi,Yi,´t0q.

Unconfoundedness, also known as the assumption of no unmeasured confounder,

essentially assumes that among two patients with the same observed pre-treatment

information, the intervention is randomized. In the functional data setting, Assump-

tion 5.2.2 is also a version of the latent ignorability assumption, because the entire

lagged outcome history Yi,´t0 is not fully observed. The key is that we could extract

the essential information of the unobserved full trajectory by imposing the following

smoothness assumption:

Assumption 5.2.3 (Smoothness). Assume the sparse functional covariates Ỹi,´t0

are noisy sampled points from a set of pre-treatment processes that are assumed

to be independent realizations of a smooth random function, with unknown mean

µptq and covariance function CovpY psq, Y ptqq “ Gps, tq. Further assume there is an

orthogonal (spectral) decomposition of the covariance function such that, Gps, tq “
ř8

l“1 λlφlpsqφlptq, for s, t ď t0, where tλlu
8
l“1 is the set of non-increasing eigenvalues

and tφlptqu
8
l“1 is the set of corresponding orthonormal eigenfunctions.

Under Assumption 5.2.3, we can use the Karhunen-Loève representation of the

pre-treatment history Yiptq “ µptq`
ř8

l“1 ξilφlptq, for t ď t0, where the ξil “
şt0
0
tYiptq´

µptquφlptqdt are uncorrelated random variables with zero mean and variances tλlu
8
l“1.

Therefore, there is a one-to-one mapping from the set of “scores” ξi “ tξilu
8
l“1 to

the unobserved trajectory Yi,´t0 . To estimate these scores accurately, we propose a
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longitudinal matching algorithm, in which we consider ways to borrow strength from

similar curves to handle the sparsity and irregularities of trajectories across patients.

5.2.2 Longitudinal Propensity Score Matching Algorithm

Matching is a commonly used approach to estimate causal effects in practice (Rosen-

baum, 2002; Rubin, 2006; Stuart, 2010a). For example, in our context, we match

each patient treated at time t0 to a patient in the risk set, or those patients that have

not yet been treated at t0, with similar observed pre-treatment characteristics. Once

matched, we then use the observed outcome trajectory after time t0 to approximate

the counterfactual outcomes, Y 0
i,`to for treated and Y 1

i,`to for controls, and therefore

the causal effects τpt;xq. The major obstacle in working with functional covariates

is the curse of dimensionality as the dimension of each lagged outcome process is

technically infinite. We therefore propose an approach to perform dimension reduc-

tion that prioritizes sharing of information across trajectories to adjust for the sparse

observations and address the temporal misalignment. Subsequently, there are two

approaches we discuss for using the summary of the trajectory: the first, called inte-

grated PS, aligns with propensity score matching approaches, in which we summarize

all pre-treatment history into a propensity score, and the second, called PS+FPC,

uses the summarized trajectory independently of a propensity score to find a match.

The first consideration is how to align patients in our data. As noted, patients

have different starting times in our EHR data and often the information captured

is not the full history of the disease. Ideally, we would restrict our sample to only

newly diagnosed patients at Duke, and therefore the EHR data captures the start of

the disease and the full history of the disease up to the current time. However, this

would greatly restrict our sample, and would also limit the use of the decision support

tool in practice, where only patients that were diagnosed at Duke would be eligible

to use the tool. Instead, we include patients that have at least three pre-treatment
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measurements of the disease, and at least one post-treatment measurement. This

choice was made with clinical guidance, to assure we have some pattern of glycemic

control prior to considering a treatment change, yet is not as restrictive to only

considering new patients. We start all patients at the same time zero, by subtracting

the first date of an HbA1c measurement from all other recorded measurements. The

time scale now measures the number of days from the first recorded interaction with

DUHS.

Integrated PS

In step 1, we stratify treated patients into K strata determined based on the duration

of time between the first measurement and the current intervention. Specifically,

stratum k consists of treated patients with Ck ď Ti,Ji´Ti,1 ă Ck`1, where Ck for k “

0, . . . , K (and C0 “ 0) are the cutoff points. The cutoff Ck also defines a meaningful

risk set (Li et al., 2001), where we include control patients that are all patients who

have not yet been treated by Ck and contain at least 3 measurements. Instead of

defining a risk set per patient, we do so based on the cutoff point. This allows for a

more efficient algorithm and a larger cohort of patients to learn characteristics about

the trajectories to help in determining matches.

In Step 2, we summarize the high-dimensional pre-treatment vector Xi to a scalar

propensity score in two sub-steps. In Step 2.1, we aim to represent the trajectory of

pre-treatment information, Yi,´t0 , into a simplified form using functional principal

component analysis (FPCA) (Ramsay and Silverman, 2010). Specifically, we decom-

pose the underlying pre-treatment process Yiptq for t P r0, t0s, as a linear combination

of basis eigenfunctions

Yiptq “ µptq `
ř8

l“1ξilφlptq (5.2)

where µptq is the mean function and tφlu
8
l“1 is the orthonormal basis consisting of

eigenfunctions of the covariance function, Gps, tq. The FPC scores tξilu
8
l“1 satisfy
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Epξilq “ 0, Vpξilq “ λl, and Epξilξimq “ 0 for l ‰ m. In most cases, any random

observed trajectory can be well represented by only a small number of FPCs, thus

largely reducing the dimensionality of the functional data.

FPCA requires a large number of regularly-spaced measurements per subject,

which does not accommodate the sparse and irregularly-sampled EHR data. There-

fore, we use the Principal Analysis by Conditional Estimation (PACE) algorithm

(Yao et al., 2005). PACE has been well-established as an effective way to conduct

FPCA on sparse longitudinal data ((Yao et al., 2005) has been cited over 700 times as

of Jan 2019 by Google Scholar). Under PACE, we estimate the functional principal

component scores with a conditioning step to adjust for biases that may be present

when the underlying process is difficult to observe.

First, consider an extended version of FPCA with uncorrelated errors with mean

zero and constant variance σ2 to reflect additive measurement errors of each tra-

jectory (Yao et al., 2005). Instead let Yij be the jth observation of the random

function Yip¨q, made at random time Tij, where εij are the measurement errors that

are assumed to be i.i.d. and independent of the random coefficients ξil:

Yij “ YipTijq ` εij “ µpTijq `
ř8

l“1ξilφlpTijq ` εij, (5.3)

where Epεijq “ 0, Vpεijq “ σ2, and the number of measurements Ni made on the

ith subject is random. We estimate the FPC scores for individual i by conditioning

on the data from that individual. Under the assumption that ξil and εij are jointly

Gaussian, then

ξ̃il “ Erξil|Ỹis “ λlφ
T
ilΣ

´1
Yi
pỸi ´ µiq

where ΣYi “ covpỸi, Ỹiq “ covpYi,Yiq ` σ2INi
, Ỹi “ pYi1, ..., YiNi

q1 and Yi “

pYipTi1q, ..., YipTiNi
qq1.

This allows us to consider designs that are sparse and irregular, fitting to the
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application at hand. Specifically, within each stratum k, we use PACE to decompose

the pre-treatment trajectories, Yi,´t0 , into the first L FPCs, i.e., the FPC scores

rξi “ tξi1u
L
l“1 summarize the individual trajectories up until time Ck. We choose

the truncation level, L, of the FPCs, using the percentage of Population Variation

Explained (PVE) by the first L FPC scores
řL
l“1 λl{

ř8

l“1 λl, seeking to explain 95%

of variation. This choice could be further explored with sensitivity analyses.

In Step 2.2, we will summarize both the FPC scores and the static covariates

Vi in a propensity score ei “ PrpZi,Ji “ 1|Vi, ξiq « PrpZi,Ji “ 1|Vi, rξiq. Within

each stratum k, we will specify a logistic functional linear model to estimate the

propensity score (Müller and Stadtmüller, 2005), approximated by the L-truncated

model: logitpPrpZi,Ji “ 1|Vi, rξiqq “ β0 `
řL
l“1 γlξil `VT

i βv.

In Step 3, for each treated patient, we reduce the risk set further by only consid-

ering possible controls that are on the same medication combination as the treated

patient. This choice is due to clinical input, in which clinicians emphasized that

matches mean little for adjusting AHA if the current medications of the matched

pair differ. Finally, we find the matched control unit in each treated patient’s risk

set, by finding the most similar patient based on the estimated propensity score êi

from Step 2.2. We will check the fit of the propensity score model by the standard

balance criterion (Imbens and Rubin, 2015), i.e., we will assess the balance in V and

rξ between the treated and matched controls.

The initial stratification in Step 1 is a critical component of this algorithm. It

serves two purposes: first and foremost, it facilitates improved estimation of the

principal component scores, by providing a larger sample to PACE defined over a

period of time that is relevant to the treated patient. For example, if we were to

take all N pre-treatment trajectories and summarize them using PACE, the resulting

principal component scores will be defined over the longest trajectory, r0, Tmax
ij s, and
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summarize the curves for that extended time period. This would not effectively

summarize curves that are observed for short periods of time. The second purpose

is to approximate meaningful risk sets for the treated patients. By approximating

these risk sets for treated patients, we increase the size of each risk set, which is

important due to the restriction we face with the direct matching on medications.

FPCs + PS

We additionally present an alternative approach to the matching algorithm that

prioritizes matching on the curvature of the trajectories. The above algorithm is

a dimension reduction strategy, in which we reduce the trajectory into principal

component scores, which then are further reduced into a single scalar propensity

score. While this aligns well with current approaches in causal inference, we may

want to consider adaptations to this that prioritizes our goals for this study. To this

end, we adapt Step 2.2 and 3 as follows:

Now in Step 2.2, we only summarize static covariates, Vi, using a propensity

score. Within each stratum k, we will specify a logistic linear model to estimate the

propensity score, logitpPrpZi,Ji “ 1|Viqq “ β0 ` VT
i βv. Note that this propensity

score includes all static covariates, but not FPC scores.

In Step 3, for each treated patient, we again restrict its risk set to only patients not

yet treated that on the same medication at the treated patient. We then determine

similarities between each treated patient and its risk set using a combined measure

of distance of the curve and the propensity score. Specifically, we take the combined

estimated propensity score êi and the FPC scores, center and scale them, and then

calculate a Euclidean distance across all FPC scores and PS. This puts all data on the

same scale and weighs them equally. The resulting matches are much more similar

amongst the observed trajectories due to the stronger use of the FPCs. What we

find is that the FPCs that explain less overall variation are actually most important
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when matching. These FPCs explain the small idiosyncratic variations in each curve.

For example, see Figure 5.2. Here we show output for PACE on the second strata

of our data with K “ 5. The first principal component score explains over 80% of

variation, but the eigenfunction is a straight line. The eigenfunctions corresponding

to the later PC scores captures the small changes found in individual curves.

Figure 5.2: Output of FPCA from the fdapace package when K “ 5, for third
strata. Displays 4 plots: gridpoints of observed times, the mean function, a scree
plot, and the first three eigenfunctions

.

The main differences between the two approaches outlined above is the way we

estimate similarity among observations. The first algorithm fully integrates all pre-

treatment information into a propensity score, and matches based on minimizing the

distance of the propensity score. The second algorithm instead estimates a propensity

score without the FPC scores, and then estimates Euclidean distance using the FPC

scores and PS jointly. We will investigate how these two different approaches differ

in our application. In addition, we will also test the sensitivity of the choice of K or

the number of strata.
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5.3 Results

5.3.1 SEDI Data

In this work, we use the population of adult patients with medically treated T2DM

in the Southeastern Diabetes Initiative (SEDI) 10-year dataset. Recent work sur-

rounding the SEDI data include methods development and validation of computable

phenotyping with EHR data (Richesson et al., 2013; Spratt et al., 2017), quantify-

ing bias in healthcare-based data (Granger et al., 2013), the development of novel

methods in machine learning modeling (Henao et al., 2015, 2016), and the design

of community-based interventions (Spratt et al., 2015). SEDI was designed as a

geographically-aware platform (Miranda et al., 2013) supported by a Centers for

Medicare and Medicaid (CMS) Healthcare Innovation Award from 2012-2015. The

SEDI Datamart is a Duke Clinical and Translational Science Awards (CTSA) re-

source that organizes and structures Duke Health EHR data for research use: the

10-year dataset includes more than 260,000 unique patients, from which 36,038 have

T2DM. The population was further characterized with parameters such as age, sex,

race/ethnicity, BMI, major comorbid illnesses, medication prescribing data, and key

laboratory characteristics including creatinine/eGFR and HbA1c values over time.

The T2DM sub-population of interest is on average 64.9 years of age, 57.2% female,

4.2% Hispanic, 49.7% Black and 11.2% other racial minorities.

We use a 3-year observation period from January 1, 2014 to December 31, 2016

(post-Epic EHR deployment at Duke) to compile the glycemic response, defined as

HbA1c trajectories, which have been associated with specific prescribed alterations

to the AHA regimens of patients in the dataset. We define inclusion criterion based

on clinical guidance to further select patients to include in the analysis. First, we

need at least 6 months of HbA1c information for each patient while on the same

medication to understand the impact of the treatment on the blood sugar levels.
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Therefore, we assure that all patients included in the study have at least 3 HbA1c

measurements prior to a treatment change. Typically, HbA1c measurements are

taken every 3 months to get the most accurate blood sugar reading. We choose three

measurements also to assure there is enough of a trajectory to be well represented

through the FPCA. This results in 5212 T2DM patients (2308 treated and 2904 never

treated) from SEDI. Figure 5.3 displays the total number of days in the study for

both patients that are treated (Treatment=1) and patients that are never treated

(Treatment = 0). In general, there is a steady increase in the number of patients

with longer times in the study, suggesting most patients have been in Duke Health

system for at least 5 years ( 2000 days). Note that DUHS adopted its EHR system

in 2007, therefore the maximum duration of time in the study would be limited by

the initiation of this technology. This explains the large spike in Figure 5.3 around

3000 days.

Figure 5.3: Duration of time in the study for both treated (Treatment =1) and
never treated (Treatment = 0)
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5.3.2 Sensitivity Analysis

We discuss the implementation of the algorithm under the two approaches outlined

above as well as with different choices for the number of strata used, K. Our first step

is aligning all patients to the same time 0, essentially taking the starting observed

time Ti,1 for each patient and subtracting it from all other observed times Ti,j. This

preserves the spacing of the observed series, but starts all patient at Ti,1 “ 0.

In step 1 of the longitudinal matching algorithm, we stratify treated patients into

K strata determined based on the duration of time between their first measurement

and the current intervention. We evaluate choices of K “ 3, 5, 10 and display in

Figure 5.4 the resulting cutoff points, Ck for k “ 0, . . . , K, over the density of

treatment times, Ti,Ji , for all treated patients. The choice of K impacts the number

of samples in each strata and therefore the sample size used to calculate the principal

component scores. For example, with K “ 3, there are 770 patients in each strata,

and with K “ 10, we have about 230 patients in each strata. With fewer samples in

each stratum, the variance of the stratum’s treatment effects will be larger. At the

same time, more strata result in more accurate stratum treatment effect estimation

since the effects are defined on a finer scale. This represents a bias-variance tradeoff,

in which the choice of K will be the tool to balance between biased estimates and

high variance. The cutoff point is also important for the learning of the principal

component scores. With fewer strata, more data is used to learn the FPC scores,

improving the overall fit. However, we use the cutoff points to tell PACE how

much of the trajectory to consider when learning the FPC scores, so if we have

a patient treated early in the cutoff point, the FPC scores are summarizing the

entire trajectory up to Ck, and therefore may not provide much useful information

for a treated patient with a short trajectory. This phenomenon will be seen in the

individual matches when K is small.
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Figure 5.4: Distribution of treatment times, Ti,Ji , for all patients with a treatment
change. Red vertical lines display the cutoff points selected, Ck for k “ 0, . . . , K,
where K “ p3, 5, 10q.

Next, within each strata, we define a risk set based on patients that have not yet

been treated by Ck and have at least 3 measurements in the time window. Using

measurements from Ti,0 to Ti,j such that j ă Ck, we first summarize the trajectory of

pre-treatment information Yi,´to into the first L FPCs. L is chosen using the percent

variation explained (PVE). We fit PACE using the R package, fdapace, using the

default settings (Dai et al., 2017). We set PVE=0.99, resulting in L that tends

to be 7 or 8 regardless or the number of strata chosen. Next, we fit a propensity

score model using the treated patients in the strata and the risk set as controls. We

include the FPCs as well as other pre-treatment information: age, gender, and race.

In addition, we consider including additional HbA1c information, particularly the

last value measured, Yi,Ji for the treated patient and Yi,j, where max(j) ă Ck, for

the not yet treated patient. The current measurement of HbA1c at the time of the

office visit is critical in treatment decisions. While the entire trajectory is important,

arguably the last value is even more so. We do not want matches in which most of

the trajectories match, but the last values diverge.

Finally, once matched, we compare the outcomes or the outcome trajectory for

the matched pair through our choice in outcome model. For the results presented
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below, we keep this simple by taking the difference in the matched outcomes for the

first time point after the treated time. To estimate the full outcome trajectory, more

advanced modeling is required. The goal would be to approximate the unobserved

counterfactuals for each matched pair and therefore estimate the causal effect for

each unit.

Matching with Fully Integrated PS

In Figure 5.5, we display a random sample of 8 matched pairs chosen by our first

longitudinal matching algorithm (with FPCs integrated into PS) when K “ 3, 5, 10.

In general, patients with more observations and longer duration of time before a

treatment change result in matches of better quality. For example, the plots labeled

(f), (g), and (h) result in the best matches of trajectories in terms of curve similarity

(from visual inspection), though the three matched pairs do not align with their

choice of K. For plot (f), K “ 5 appears to result in the best match, whereas

for plot (g), K “ 10 results in the best match. Plot (a) displays an example of

how limited data on a treated patient may impact the quality of their match. This

treated patient only has 4 pre-treatment measurements observed over about a year

(365 days). The best chosen match was when K “ 10 based on visual assessment,

though no chosen match has a similar trajectory.

Figure 5.5: Random sample of 8 patients and the resulting matches for K “ 3, 5, 10
from the Int-PS.
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In addition, matches are only made amongst patients who are on the same med-

ication. This was an important criteria decided by our clinical collaborators. To un-

derstand how that control patient will respond to a treatment change, it is important

that the change aligns with the matched patient. Note that by matching directly

on medications, we restrict the sample size of the pool of potential matches. We

have 36 unique observed medication combinations made up of 6 main medications:

Metformin, Sulfonylureas, Thiazolidinediones, DPP-4 inhibitors, SGLT2 inhibitors,

and Insulin. We matched directly on these combinations, being that medications

for T2DM are often made up of a synthesis of medications. Figure 5.6 displays the

distribution of ITE per medication type for each choice of K (displayed in three col-

ors). For the most part, patients response to treatment varies greatly by individual

(most boxplots span between -5 and 5). A few medication groupings appear to be

consistent at lowering HbA1c, e.g. combination of Thiaz and DPP4S (0 0 1 1 0 0)

or combination of Sulfo, Thiaz, and Insulin (0 0 1 1 0 1).

Figure 5.6: Individual treatment effects calculated for each medication type. Order
of medication is: Metform, Sulfo, Thiaz, DPP4S, SGLT, Insulin. Colors display
choice of K.

Lastly, we check the balance of the resulting matches in the overall sample com-

paring the choice of K “ 3, 5, 10. We display a forest plot in Figure 5.7 of the
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absolute standardized differences between matched pairs defined in 5.4. A dashed

line at ASMDh “ 0.1 represents a threshold of balance commonly used in the liter-

ature. The choice of K does not seem to affect the balance of covariates; for almost

every covariate, the three runs of the algorithm under K “ 3, 5, 10 have similar co-

variate balance. There are a few indicators of race and ethnicity that do not meet

the balance threshold. Particularly, for patients with unreported race, other race,

not Hispanic, or Hispanic other, the ASMDs are large suggesting imbalance. These

are subgroups in our population without large representation (with the exception of

not Hispanic), and reflect categories without clear definitions. Additionally, because

we prioritize medication matching, we may limit the sample of potential matches

across these categories of race and ethnicity.
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Matching with FPC + PS

Next, we display the results from the alternative approach outlined in Section 5.3.2,

PS+FPC. Figure 5.8 presents the same 8 randomly selected matched pairs as Figure

5.5. Visual inspection suggests the HbA1c trajectories are matched remarkably well,

and in general, appear to be better matched than the full PS approach. Something

interesting to note here is that K “ 3 performs strongly for almost all matches,

except for (a), where having a strata defined over more time impairs the quality of

that match. This suggests that having more data in each strata make the FPC more

effective at explaining the underlying curves. However, the downside to this is seen

in plot (a).

Next, we display the ITEs per medication in Figure 5.9, which align almost

exactly to 5.6.
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Figure 5.7: Absolute Standardized Mean Differences across covariates under dif-
ferent choices of K.

Figure 5.8: Random sample of 8 patients and the resulting matches for K “ 3, 5, 10

Lastly, we show the covariate balance using the second proposed algorithm.

Again, the choice of K does not appear to have a large impact in the resulting

balance. We do not see the same issue with balance amongst race and ethnicity,

with the exception of Asian and Multiracial, which are two smaller subpopulations.

In addition, we do not balance the last measured value of HbA1c as accurately as the

first algorithm. While we see that the overall curvature of the trajectories appear to

be better matched than the integrated PS method, the actual last value no longer
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Figure 5.9: Individual treatment effects calculated for each medication type. Order
of medication is: Metform, Sulfo, Thiaz, DPP4S, SGLT, Insulin. Colors display
choice of K.

are as similar between treated and control patients which may be a problem if used

in practice.

5.3.3 Inference

Our goal is to estimate variation around each individual match, the ITE, and the

stratum ATE. However, variance estimation in our context is difficult due to cor-

relation amongst our patients. In the longitudinal matching literature, using the

bootstrap to estimate variance is common amongst many authors (Sianesi, 2004;

Gran et al., 2010; Schaubel et al., 2006; Crépon et al., 2009). However, Abadie

and Imbens (2006) have shown that a bootstrap variance estimator is not valid for

nearest-neighbor matching estimators. In recent work by Austin and Small (2014),

they indicate good performance of relatively simple bootstrap estimators in the con-

text of propensity score matching without replacement. Additionally, Hill and Reiter

(2006) show through simulation studies that bootstrap procedures perform as well

and in some cases better than other variance estimators when used with propensity

score matching. In our work, we estimate variance by bootstrapping our full sample
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Figure 5.10: Absolute Standardized Mean Differences across covariates under dif-
ferent choices of K for second presented algorithm.

with replacement and estimating ITEs for each new bootstrapped samples. This is

an initial approach to learn some quantification of error, though further work will be

spent to improve the inference.

First, in Table 5.1, we display the Stratum ATE estimated from the fully inte-

grated propensity score approach and the joint propensity score and FPC approach.

Based on the matched sample, we found that the cross-sectional causal effect at the

first post-treatment time point of AHA change is heterogeneous across strata: the

intervention significantly reduces HbA1c among the patients with the shorter gap

between first visit and intervention, and the effects decreases, and the uncertainty

increases as the gap increases. The two algorithms do not agree on each stratum

ATE; the second approach is more conservative than the first, with smaller magni-

tudes of the stratum effect size, suggesting more modest improvements for stratum

1-4, and an increase of HbA1c after a medication change for the last strata. The
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PS+FPC algorithm also results in less error in the stratum ATEs compared to the

fully-integrated approach

Table 5.1: Table of average treatment effect for each strata calculated using the
longitudinal matching algorithm proposed. Standard deviations are calculated using
bootstrapping with 200 samples.

Stratum ATE Int- PS ATE PS+FPC
1 -0.385 (0.097) -0.243 (0.075)
2 -0.350 (0.102) -0.284 (0.084)
3 -0.278 (0.125) -0.049 (0.103)
4 -0.231 (0.137) -0.070 (0.107)
5 -0.078 (0.144) 0.257 (0.105)

Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12 display the match error for the same example treated

patients from Figure 5.8 using the two proposed algorithms. We plot the resulting

matches from bootstrapping our algorithms for 200 iterations. The joint PS+FPC

approach results in matches with significantly less error compared to the fully inte-

grated PS approach for all patients shown.

Figure 5.11: Match error using 200 bootstrapped samples from runs with K “ 5.
Displaying eight example patients under the Int-PS algorithm.
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Figure 5.12: Match error using 200 bootstrapped samples from runs with K “ 5.
Displaying eight example patients under the PS+FPC algorithm.

5.4 Discussion

In this work, we developed a novel and generalizable causal inference framework

for estimating heterogeneous treatment effects and stratum average treatment ef-

fects from longitudinal EHR data. Our major contribution is converting the sparse

and irregularly-spaced time series into a functional data analysis problem, in which

we summarize trajectories into FPC scores. We present two approaches to match-

ing using this longitudinal information; the first is a fully integrated propensity

score matching approach, in which we summarize the trajectory by including the

FPC scores into the PS model. The second approach (PS+FPC) performs nearest

neighbor matching by minimizing the Euclidian distance of the FPC scores and the

propensity score jointly, which prioritizes matches based on similarities of the trajec-

tories. Using the resulting matched samples, we estimate individual treatment effect

and stratum average treatment effects, calculated based on the duration of time of

glycemic control.
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We found between the two algorithm that the PS+FPC approach resulted in

matches of better quality and less uncertainty. We still need to fully investigate how

and why these two approaches differ in our application. In addition, several aspects

of the above algorithms will be systematically explored in future work. A robust

sensitivity analysis is needed to understand how potential unmeasured confounders

could be influencing the resulting matches and therefore treatment effect estimation.

This is particularly important in evaluating our inclusion criterion. Specifically, using

the strict definition of “new patients”, i.e., patients who are newly diagnosed in the

SEDI data within a time widow, would be ideal to better align patients, but reduces

the sample size too much. Therefore, we plan to test whether observing the most-

recent portion of the trajectory impacts the ITE estimation, and plan to explore

possible relaxations of the inclusion criterion, in consultation with the clinical PI.

We will also determine what covariates are required for matching on and to what

degree, closely guided by the clinical PI’s knowledge on diabetes management. For

example, with the extended inclusion criterion, clinical knowledge determines that

it is necessary to exactly match on the previous AHA medication taken, thus we

modified the matching algorithm accordingly.

The current bootstrap approach is not an ideal way of doing inference for our

matching algorithm, and additional work is needed to understand the error around

individual level effects. We performed bootstrapping with replacement of our match-

ing algorithm to approximate the error. However, recent work shows that bootstrap

standard errors are not valid as the basis for inference with simple nearest-neighbor

matching estimators (Abadie and Imbens, 2006). In addition, the current bootstrap-

ping approach does not adjust for the uncertainty in estimating the FPC through

PACE, and therefore is likely to underestimate the true standard error.

Lastly, it is recognized that the data available for AHA changes and use are

limited to AHA prescriptions written for patients. Within the Duke EHR, informa-
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tion regarding medication fills/refills is not reliably captured. However, it is likely

that non-adherence will be associated with a failure in HbA1c to improve. Thus,

information regarding adherence/non-adherence is captured indirectly and will be

incorporated into the modeling to alleviate confounding. In addition, newer AHAs

may not be heavily prescribed/utilized throughout the many years captured within

the SEDI dataset. This may compromise the ability to reliably model outcome trajec-

tories for current users of newer agents. It will be critical to discuss these limitations

and develop corresponding strategies for modeling with the clinical PI.
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6

Conclusion

In this dissertation, we discussed multiple problems that arise in healthcare and novel

statistical approaches to address them in a personalized way. The work falls into two

subcategories: probabilistic machine learning and causal inference. In this section,

we summarize our contributions and discuss future research directions.

6.1 Contributions and Future Directions in Probabilistic Machine
Learning

6.1.1 Predictive Hierarchical Clustering

In this work, we introduced a novel hierarchical clustering algorithm, in which we

learn clusters of subpopulations in our data with the goal of improving prediction of

a regression model. While clustering is a widespread approach to finding similarity

amongst data, addressing clustering with a predictive goal in mind is new. Through

our proposed approach, we are able to learn clusters of CPT codes based on which

surgical procedures have similar conditional relationship of the outcomes, surgical

complications, and the predictors.

There is room for improvement with this approach, particularly in dealing with
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rare surgical procedures. The algorithm favors subgroups with large populations, due

to the fact that learning regression models with more data improves the overall fit.

With small groupings, it is difficult to understand whether merging is occurring due

to similarities among the conditional relationship, or if the model is favoring more

data. We also need to reevaluate the assumption that surgical procedures drive

differences in the relationship between patient characteristic and outcomes. We are

assuming that procedures interact with patient characteristics for all procedures and

patients. This may simply not be the case. Instead, we should compare more flexible

non-linear approaches, such as random forests or neural networks, to linear modeling

choices to test whether more complex, flexible models are better able to learn the

underlying relationships. Another approach is to estimate the model through a

fully Bayesian approach, using hierarchical modeling to estimate coefficients for each

procedure and sharing information by centering each procedure’s prior at some overall

coefficient. This mimics a similar approach to the third chapter, in which we can

transfer information from a global level to help inform smaller subpopulations.

6.1.2 Hierarchical Infinite Factor Model

In the third chapter, we introduced a novel method for transfer learning using

Bayesian hierarchical factor models that adapt to each subpopulation and improves

learning for a target group. The proposed hierarchical infinite factor model utilizes

a hierarchical Dirichlet process weighting scheme as a sparsity-inducing prior on the

loadings matrix, that facilitates sharing of information between groups while cap-

turing each subgroup idiosyncrasies specifically. In the context of predicting surgical

complications for multi-morbid geriatric patients, our model performs with strong

predictive performance and outperforms the currently used heuristic with a sensitiv-

ity of 0.91 compared to 0.35 for the outcome death. This shows great improvement

in the way in which we identify high risk patients to recommend to the POSH clinic.
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While this work has focused on transfer learning between multiple populations,

the model also shows promise as a sparsity inducing prior for single populations.

In future work, we aim to develop this model further in two directions. First, as

an improved transfer learning model that better shares information across multiple

populations. With such large imbalances between geriatric and the full population

and with low signal in many of the variables, the model often struggles to model

the local population accurately, leading to more noise and less accurate predictions.

In addition, the data contain many binary variables that require transformations to

use with our model. Another avenue for future work is to better address this binary

data type to reduce the additional uncertainty added to the inference through the

mapping of the binary variables into the continuous space. The second direction

will be to explore this model further as a sparse factor model, without explicitly

aiming to perform transfer learning. The properties proved in Section 3.2.4 hold

for a single population, therefore providing potential for further development as a

shrinkage prior. Lastly, we look to further test and evaluate this model on additional

applications in the health realm. If the HIFM is applied to new types of data, new

properties in the feature space, such as group-specific covariates or different data

structures will be of interest.

Additionally, one could consider the Laplace distribution, or commonly known

as the double-exponential distribution, as a prior for the factors, fi. Laplace dis-

tributed factors provide two additional features to the model: First, it induces spar-

sity through the factor distribution, which may improve model fit in sparse settings.

Second, it provides an improvement to the indeterminacy problems that occur nat-

urally with Gaussian factor models. We studied our model with Laplace distributed

factors and found that it provided no additional benefit in the prediction for our par-

ticular application, but in other settings where identifiability is more of a concern,

this is a reasonable alternative to the proposed model.
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6.2 Contributions and Future Directions in Causal Inference

6.2.1 Subgroup Analysis with Overlap Weights

In this work, we proposed a novel approach to subgroup analysis combining over-

lap weights with a propensity score model with interactions fit using post-LASSO.

The goal is to facilitate covariate balance overall and within subgroups to reduce

bias in estimating subgroup causal effects. Subgroup analysis is the most common

approach to heterogeneous treatment effect estimation, yet little guidance exists for

propensity score analysis. In our brief literature review of recent examples in JAMA,

we found that half included subgroup causal effects, yet did not do proper balance

assessments. Our findings emphasize that 1) Balance is not guaranteed in SGA and

needs to be checked 2) The combination of post-LASSO with overlap weighting can

achieve good balance overall, and within subgroups without sacrificing substantial

precision. This approach is automatic, and provides a single set of weights that can

be used across complimentary analyses of population average treatment effects, and

subgroup-specific treatment effects.

The proposed methods maintain the causal inference principle of separating study

design (and balance assessment) from analysis of outcomes. These methods allow

an analyst to thoroughly investigate the model adequacy and balance without risk

of being influenced by observing various treatment effects. However, recent devel-

opments in causal inference are moving to incorporate information on the outcome.

Ultimately, it is most important to balance factors that are strongly related to out-

come, rather than factors that are weakly related to outcome. When the candidate

list of covariates is large, and investigators cannot pre-specify which are important

to balance, using the outcome data may be helpful. Although we don’t do that here,

the proposed methods could be adapted. This is an important direction of future

research.
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Another area of possible future research is better exploring the ideas behind

covariate balance and biased treatment effect estimates. In the Rubin causal model,

an important point of emphasis is the separation of design and analysis, aiming to

mimic that of a randomized trial in which you design the study and then analyze the

results. However, in observational data particularly that from the EHR, the data is

often high-dimensional and messy. Even with clinical guidance, we may not know

which covariates to include in the design phase, and often researchers take a “kitchen

sink” approach in which they throw all measured covariates into the propensity

score model to balance all possible confounders. However, a concern here is that

unnecessary variables that are either unrelated to the outcome or the treatment or

both will bias and reduce the efficiency of the propensity score causal estimate. A

future area of research would be exploring an approach in which we weigh covariates

(not observations) based on how predictive they are of the outcome. Therefore,

putting more emphasis on balancing covariates that influence the resulting outcome.

This sort of covariate weights could be incorporated through the distance function in

matching, similarly to that of the Mahalanobis distance matching algorithm where

the covariance function scales the distance.

6.2.2 Longitudinal Matching with Irregular, Sparse Data

In this final chapter, we contributed a novel causal inference framework for estimating

functional individual treatment effects and average treatment effects and extended

common causal assumptions to this setting. In addition, we presented two novel

approaches to causal matching that handles the irregular and sparse characteristics

of longitudinal pre-treatment history derived from EHR. The first is a fully inte-

grated propensity score method that uses FPC scores in the PS model to control for

static and time-varying pre-treatment characteristics. This aligns well with current

practice and provides a simple and straightforward solution to a challenging prob-
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lem. The second matching approach uses the FPC scores in conjunction with the

PS model to estimate a multivariate distance. This method prioritizes matching the

trajectories and therefore results in matches with remarkably similar pre-treatment

curves. The methodology is motivated by the application of improving medication

adjustment for T2DM patients using the rich clinical history from EHR, specifically,

HbA1c (a measurement of glycemic control used to guide medication decisions). The

eventual goal of this work is to implement a decision support tool in practice to aid

in treatment decisions by clinicians.

There are many avenues for future work on this research. First, there is much de-

bate about how to estimate the variance of matching algorithms (Stuart, 2010b). We

approximate the error for both population treatment effects and individual treatment

effects using bootstrapping. However, previous work has warned that bootstrapping

overestimates this error and is inconsistent (Abadie and Imbens, 2006). This is

challenging in our setting due to the correlation imposed by the algorithm amongst

patients. Because of the temporal nature of our data, patients may be both control

and treated patients in one run of the algorithm. For example, a treated patient

can be considered a control up until the point he/she is treated, meaning that many

patients are used multiple times. This is also problematic due to the fact that for

each bootstrap iteration, some treated patients may not be in the sample due to

resampling with replacement. Meaning more bootstrap samples are needed to get a

large enough sample of matches for each individual to estimate the error of the ITE.

This is computationally expensive and not the most accurate way to estimate this

variance. One approach for future work is to consider this in a Bayesian paradigm,

in which we model the decomposition of the curves, the propensity score estimation,

and the outcome process as a joint model, where uncertainty is naturally learned.

Second, further sensitivity analyses need to performed to understand how unmea-

sured confounding impacts the estimation of effects. Particularly, it is important to
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understand how much historical information is needed to accurately estimate treat-

ment effects for individuals, and whether approximating this history using only a few

time points is sufficient in addressing confounding.

Additionally, we impose a constraint in the matching algorithm where patients

must be directly matched on medications. This was feedback received from the

collaborating endocrinologist on the project, in which she suggested that finding two

similar patients that were not on the same medications, gave little clinical aid in

understanding how to adjust someone’s treatment. However, we are working with

six separate medications, where many patients are on a combination of medications

(36 medication combinations in total). Some of these medications are newly released

and therefore restricts the sample size of potential matches and the duration of time

we can use to make the match. Because of the importance of this information in the

algorithm, we should provide some other metric to the clinician using the algorithm

of the quality of the match. For example, we could use the match distance or a

summarized form of balance to suggest to the clinician the quality of the match and

therefore the accuracy of the treatment estimate.

6.3 Concluding Remarks

The success of the presented projects have stemmed from active collaborations across

multiple fields to discuss the most important aspects of the data and problem at

hand. My plan for future research will be to seek out these types of collaborations

that motivate methodology to improve decision making of clinicians, mostly focusing

on the intersection of machine learning and causal inference in applications aiming

to better inform treatment decisions for individuals or subgroups of interest.
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Appendix A

Exact Balance Property of the Overlap Weights

Below we show the proof of the exact balance property of the Overlap Weights,

Theorem 1, as proved in (Li et al., 2018b).

Theorem 1. When the propensity scores are estimated by maximum likelihood

under a logistic regression model, logittepxiqu “ α0`xiα
1, the overlap weights lead to

exact balance in the means of any included covariate between treatment and control

groups. That is,

ř

i xikZip1´ êiq
ř

i Zip1´ êiq
“

ř

i xikp1´ Ziqêi
ř

ip1´ Ziqêi
, for k “ 1, . . . , K, (A.1)

where êi “ t1`expr´pα̂0`xiα̂
1qsu´1 and α̂ “ pα̂1, ..., α̂kq is the MLE for the regression

coefficients.

Proof. The score functions of the logistic propensity score model, logittepxi;αqu “

α0 ` xiα
1 with α “ pα1, ..., αKq, are:

B logL

Bαk
“
ÿ

i

xikpZi ´ eiq, for k “ 0, 1, . . . , K, (A.2)

where x0k ” 1 and ei ” epxi;αq “ r1` expp´pα0 ` xiα
1qs
´1.
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Equate the score functions to 0 and solve for the MLE α̂, we have

ÿ

Zi “
ÿ

êi, and
ÿ

xikZi “
ÿ

xikêi.

where êi “ r1` expp´tα̂0 ` xiα̂
1uqs

´1. It follows that

ÿ

i

Zip1´ êiq “
ÿ

êi ´
ÿ

i

Ziêi “
ÿ

êip1´ Ziq, (A.3)

ÿ

i

xikZip1´ êiq “
ÿ

xikêi ´
ÿ

i

xikZiêi “
ÿ

xikêip1´ Ziq, (A.4)

for k “ 1, . . . , K. Therefore, for any k, we have

ř

i xikZip1´ êiq
ř

i Zip1´ êiq
“

ř

i xikp1´ Ziqêi
ř

ip1´ Ziqêi
. (A.5)

Remark. Theorem 1, namely, the exact balance property, holds for any included

covariate as well as any additional derived covariates, such as higher order terms,

interactions and spline terms, as long as α̂ is obtained via MLE. For example, if the

propensity score model include X1, X2, X
2
1 , X1X2, then the overlap weighted average

of all the terms are exactly balanced between the treatment and control groups.
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Appendix B

Proofs of HIFM Properties

The following properties will be proven for each population, l, but we will drop the

subscript for notational clarity.

Proposition 1: If pΛ,Σq „ ΠΛ b ΠΣ, then

ΠΛ b ΠΣpΘΛ ˆΘΣq “ 1.

Proof of Proposition 3.2.1: Because ΠΣpΘΣq “ 1 by definition of probability dis-

tributions, we only have to prove that ΠΛpΘΛq “ 1. We marginalize the distribution

for lambda, λjh|wh, φh „ Normp0, whφ
´1
jh q, yielding a t distribution with v degrees

of freedom with location and scale, λjh|wh „ tvp0, whq. By the Cauchy-Schwartz

inequality,

p

8
ÿ

h“1

λrhλshq
2
ď p

8
ÿ

h“1

λ2
rhqp

8
ÿ

h“1

λ2
shq ď max

1ďjďp
p

8
ÿ

h“1

λ2
jhq

2

Therefore,

p

8
ÿ

h“1

λrhλshq ď max
1ďjďp

p

8
ÿ

h“1

λ2
jhq

Let Mj “ p
ř8

h“1 λ
2
jhq and M “ max1ďjďpMj, where all elements of ΛΛT are bounded
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in absolute value by M .

EpMjq “

8
ÿ

h“1

ErEpλ2
jh|whqs

“

8
ÿ

h“1

Erwh
v

v ´ 2
s

“

8
ÿ

h“1

v

v ´ 2
ErEpwh|π0hqs

“
v

v ´ 2
αl

8
ÿ

h“1

Erπ0hs

“
v

v ´ 2
αl lim

KÑ8
Er

K
ÿ

h“1

π0hs

“
v

v ´ 2
αl ă 8.

Therefore, EpMq ď
řP
j“1EpMjq ă 8. Therefore, M is finite almost surely. It

follows that ΠΛ b ΠΣpΘΛ ˆΘΣq “ 1. //

Proof of Theorem 3.2.2: This theorem is proved by first showing the following

properties as defined in Proposition B.0.1 and Lemma B.0.2 from (Bhattacharya and

Dunson, 2011):

Proposition B.0.1. If Ω0 is any pˆp covariance matrix and B8ε pΩ0q is an ε-neighbor

of Ω0 under sup-norm, then ΠtB8ε pΩ0qu ą 0 for any ε ą 0.

The proof of Proposition 2 follows closely to the proof in (Bhattacharya and

Dunson, 2011). Let Λ˚ be a p ˆ k matrix and Σ0 P ΘΣ such that Ω0 “ Λ˚Λ
T
˚ ` Σ0.

Set Λ0 “ pΛ˚ : 0pˆ8q, then pΛ0,Σ0q P ΘΛ ˆΘΣ, with gpΛ0,Σ0q “ Ω0. Fix ε ą 0, and

choose ε1 ą 0 such that p2M0 ` 1qε1 ` ε21 ă ε, where M0 “ max1ďjďpp
ř8

h“1 λ
02
jhq

1{2.

By Lemma 2 in (Bhattacharya and Dunson, 2011), gtBε1pΛ0,Σ0qu P B
8
ε pΩ0q, and
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therefore Bε1pΛ0,Σ0q P g
´1tB8ε pΩ0qu ě ΠΛ b ΠΣtBε1pΛ0,Σ0qu. It is obvious that

ΠΣtΣ : d8pΣ,Σ0q ă ε1u ą 0, which leaves us only to show that ΠΛ “ tΛ : d2pΛ,Λ0q ă

ε1u ą 0. The next steps is where we adapt the remainder of the proof to our prior.

prtd2pΛ,Λ0q ă ε1u “ prt
p
ÿ

j“1

8
ÿ

h“1

pλjh ´ λ
0
jhq

2
ă ε21u (B.1)

ě prt
8
ÿ

h“1

pλjh ´ λ
0
jhq

2
ă ε21{p, j “ 1, ..., pu (B.2)

“ Ewr
p
ź

j“1

prt
8
ÿ

h“1

pλjh ´ λ
0
jhq

2
ă ε21{p|wlkus ą 0. (B.3)

This is shown from Lemma B.0.2.

Lemma B.0.2. Fix 1 ď j ď p. For any ε ą 0, prt
ř8

h“1pλjh´λ
0
jhq

2 ă ε{2.
ř8

h“H`1 λ
2
jh ă

ε{2|whu ą 0 almost surely.

Proof of Lemma B.0.2:

prt
8
ÿ

h“1

pλjh ´ λ
0
jhq

2
ă ε|whu ě

prt
H
ÿ

h“1

pλjh ´ λ
0
jhq

2
ă ε{2,

8
ÿ

h“H`1

λ2
jh ă ε{2|whu

“ prt
H
ÿ

h“1

pλjh ´ λ
0
jhq

2
ă ε{2|whu prt

8
ÿ

h“H`1

λ2
jh ă ε{2|whu

The latter probability goes to 1 as H Ñ 8, as shown from Theorem 1. Therefore,

we can find an H0 ą k such that prp
ř8

h“H0`1 λ
2
jh ă ε{2q ą 0. This implies that

prp
ř8

h“H`1 λ
2
jh ă ε{2|whq ą 0 almost surely. Therefore, prt

řH
h“1pλjh ´ λ0

jhq
2 ă

ε{2|whu ą 0 almost surely for any H ă 8.

By proving the above Lemmas and Theorems for our prior, the proof of Theorem

3.2.2 follows exactly from (Bhattacharya and Dunson, 2011). //
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B.1 Inference - Full Sampler

The following steps provides the full sampling scheme for the HIFM. For each patient

i, we draw from the following multivariate normal distribution.

pfi|Λl,Σl, xiq „ Nkpµfl ,Σflq

where µfl “ xiΣ
´1
l ΛlpIk ` Λ1lΣ

´1
l Λlq

´1 and Σfl “ pIk ` Λ1lΣ
´1Λlq

´1 are the posterior

mean and covariance, respectively. Λl represents the loadings matrix for the lth

population

Next, sample the jth row of Λl, where λlj denotes the lth population loading

matrix at row j. We denote the data in group l by subscripting the local parameters

with an l, where xlj represents the jth column of data in group l, and Fl is the factor

matrix with rows contained in group l.

pλlj|xj, Fl, wlq „ Nkpµλlj ,Σλljq ,

where the posterior mean µλlj “ F 1lXljσ
´2
lj pD

´1
lj ` σ´2

lj F
1
lFlq

´1 and the covariance

Σλlj “ pD
´1
lj ` σ

´2
lj F

1
lFlq

´1, with D´1
lj “ diagpφj1{wl1, ..., φjk{wlkq.

Next, we draw σ2
lj or the variance corresponding to the jth covariate for popula-

tion l.

p1{σ2
lj|λlFl, xljq „ Gammapaσ2

lj
, bσ2

lj
q ,

where aσ2
lj
“ v{2` nl{2 and bσ2

lj
“ 1{2pv ` pxlj ´ Fλljq

T pxlj ´ Flλljq.

For element in row j, column h of precision parameters, φ, we update using a

Gamma distribution.

φjh „ Gammapaφjh , bφjhq ,

where aφjh “ τ{2` L{2 and bφjh “ τ{2`
řL
l“1

λljh
2wlh

.
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The weight parameters wl are updated with a closed form draw from the gener-

alized inverse-gaussian distribution for each hth element of wl:

pwlh|λl, π0, αlq „ GIGpp “ pwlh
, a “ awlh

, b “ bwlh
qq ,

where pwlh
“ αlπ

0
h ´ p{2, awlh

“ 2, and bwlh
“ pλ1lhΦhλlhq. Φh “ diagpφh1, .., φhpq.

To update π0, we first propose θ˚0h „ Gammapθt´1
0h ¨ C,Cq, which gives a mean of

θt´1
0h and a variance of θt´1

0h {C which allows tuning using the constant, C. We then

normalize the θ˚0 , such that π˚0 “
θ˚
0

řk
h“1 θ

˚
0h

, and accept π˚0 based on the acceptance

ratio:

Apπ˚0 |π
t´1
0 q “ min

ˆ

1,
P pπ˚0 |w1, ..., wlq

P pπt´1
0 |w1, ..., wlq

gpπt´1
0 |π˚0 q

gpπ˚0 |π
t´1
0 q

˙
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Appendix C

HIFM Inference - Full Sampler

The following steps provides the full sampling scheme for the HIFM. For each patient

i, we draw from the following multivariate normal distribution.

pfi|Λl,Σl, xiq „ Nkpµfl ,Σflq

where µfl “ xiΣ
´1
l ΛlpIk ` Λ1lΣ

´1
l Λlq

´1 and Σfl “ pIk ` Λ1lΣ
´1Λlq

´1 are the posterior

mean and covariance, respectively. Λl represents the loadings matrix for the lth

population

Next, sample the jth row of Λl, where λlj denotes the lth population loading

matrix at row j. We denote the data in group l by subscripting the local parameters

with an l, where xlj represents the jth column of data in group l, and Fl is the factor

matrix with rows contained in group l.

pλlj|xj, Fl, wlq „ Nkpµλlj ,Σλljq ,

where the posterior mean µλlj “ F 1lXljσ
´2
lj pD

´1
lj ` σ´2

lj F
1
lFlq

´1 and the covariance

Σλlj “ pD
´1
lj ` σ

´2
lj F

1
lFlq

´1, with D´1
lj “ diagpφj1{wl1, ..., φjk{wlkq.
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Next, we draw σ2
lj or the variance corresponding to the jth covariate for popula-

tion l.

p1{σ2
lj|λlFl, xljq „ Gammapaσ2

lj
, bσ2

lj
q ,

where aσ2
lj
“ v{2` nl{2 and bσ2

lj
“ 1{2pv ` pxlj ´ Fλljq

T pxlj ´ Flλljq.

For element in row j, column h of precision parameters, φ, we update using a

Gamma distribution.

φjh „ Gammapaφjh , bφjhq ,

where aφjh “ τ{2` L{2 and bφjh “ τ{2`
řL
l“1

λljh
2wlh

.

The weight parameters wl are updated with a closed form draw from the gener-

alized inverse-gaussian distribution for each hth element of wl:

pwlh|λl, π0, αlq „ GIGpp “ pwlh
, a “ awlh

, b “ bwlh
qq ,

where pwlh
“ αlπ

0
h ´ p{2, awlh

“ 2, and bwlh
“ pλ1lhΦhλlhq. Φh “ diagpφh1, .., φhpq.

To update π0, we first propose θ˚0h „ Gammapθt´1
0h ¨ C,Cq, which gives a mean of

θt´1
0h and a variance of θt´1

0h {C which allows tuning using the constant, C. We then

normalize the θ˚0 , such that π˚0 “
θ˚
0

řk
h“1 θ

˚
0h

, and accept π˚0 based on the acceptance

ratio:

Apπ˚0 |π
t´1
0 q “ min

ˆ

1,
P pπ˚0 |w1, ..., wlq

P pπt´1
0 |w1, ..., wlq

gpπt´1
0 |π˚0 q

gpπ˚0 |π
t´1
0 q

˙
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